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ABSTRACT 

The Care-Advocacy Paradox: How Social Movement Organizers Strategize in Support of 

People Living with HIV/AIDS  

By: Mario Alberto Viveros Espinoza 

Social movement organizations, such as AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power (ACT UP), have 

had an impact on the health and well-being of people living with HIV/AIDS (PWHAs) 

(Chambré́ 2012; Elbaz 1992; Gould 2009; Lune and Oberstein 2001; Wolfe 1994). These 

groups left their mark on the discourse surrounding HIV/AIDS and laid the groundwork for 

non-profit organizations to sustain the important work of making health services for PWHAs 

accessible (Best 2017; Brown et al. 2004; Chambré́ 1997, 1999, 2012; Chavesc 2004). These 

groups face uncertain times, as evidence points to decreasing funding and advocacy for 

communities affected by HIV/AIDS (Best 2017; Kaiser Family Foundation 2017). This 

thesis explores strategies deployed by ACT UP for garnering resources for PWHAs and 

developing leaders by analyzing interviews collected from the ACT UP Oral History Project 

(n = 55, 2002-2015). Abductive analysis is used to analyze the interactional-level contexts of 

social movement organizers’ perceptions of the state, their successes, and how they 

advocated for PWHAs. The data revealed the “care-advocacy paradox” through organizers’ 

perception of the state as repressive while also attaining new services at the threat of 

violence. Future research and non-profit practices can learn from the racialized collective 

identity developed by the organization while garnering resources. These resources were used 

in service of advocacy practices that developed constituents’ access to care through legal, 

political, and health knowledge. This contributes to a multi-institutional politics approach to 

health movements (Armstrong and Bernstein 2008; Taylor and Zald 2010).   
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Introduction 

Social Movements that have had an impact on the health and well-being of people 

living with HIV/AIDS (PWHAs), such as AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power (ACT UP), have 

not been as active as they once were during the height of the HIV/AIDS epidemic. However, 

some left their mark on the discourse surrounding HIV/AIDS by laying the groundwork for 

HIV/AIDS non-profit organizations (HANPOs) to continue the important work of making 

health services for PWHAs accessible (Best 2013, 2017; Chambré 2012; Taylor 1989). This 

assist to access is in danger of being compromised, as we’ve recently seen services for 

PWHAs fall nationwide. According to the Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation (KFF) (2017), 

there have been decreases in funding for the domestic HIV budget. This includes decreases in 

the Ryan White HIV/AIDS program, Housing assistance, through the Housing Opportunities 

for Persons with AIDS Program (HOPWA), Research and Prevention (KFF 2017). The 

biggest cuts in funding, domestically, were reflected in research (18%) and prevention 

(22%). Previous literature has explored the relationship that exists between non-profits that 

advocate for PWHAs and the social movement organization ACT UP (Armstrong 2002; 

Brown et al. 2004; Chambré 1991, 1995, 1997, 1999, 2012; Chavesc et al. 2004, Kessler 

1986; LeBlanc et al. 1998; Moseley, Melton, and Francisco 2008; Mor et al. 1994; Neumayr, 

Schneider, and Meyer 2015; Salamon 1987). However, no study has examined the ACT UP 

Oral History Project to analyze strategies organizers deployed to advocate for PWHAs and 

the underlying tensions between ACT UP and the state. This study examines the relationship 

between ACT UP and the state by using institutional and social movement theories to 

demonstrate a more nuanced understanding of HIV/AIDS advocacy work. The analysis 
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reveals the mechanics behind successful strategies organizers used to garner attention and 

support for their constituents.  

 The theoretical introduction demonstrates how the relationship between two 

theoretical traditions, institutional and social movement theory, can be used to explain what 

the data revealed as the “Care-Advocacy Paradox.” The Care-Advocacy Paradox is a 

theoretical interpretation that defines the contradiction between resisting and organizing 

against the state, and the benefits the state provides for its constituents. At the same time that 

individuals seek care through the state and public organs, they also require advocacy to 

defend their rights to health care. Following, the existing scholarship on ACT UP, the larger 

field of health-related advocacy, and health social movements is reviewed. Building from 

these scholars’ work, interviews from the ACT UP Oral History project (n = 55) are used for 

analysis. Conversation analysis, as a methodological tool, is used alongside grounded theory 

and deductive coding to analyze the interactional level contexts of social movement 

organizers’ advocacy, successes and failures, and perceptions of the state abductively. The 

findings highlight, first, emerging theoretical frames of advocacy from organizers, including 

the intertwined processes of direct action, education, and leadership. Second, contemporary 

HANPOs can gain a deeper understanding of how to bridge existing gaps in HIV/AIDS 

community care through the successes and failures experienced by ACT UP. In particular, 

ACT UP was limited by the lack of inclusion in early interventions and actions. Groups can 

use this example to consider ways to restructure leadership to garner the meaningful 

contributions of minority group constituents. Third, the oppositional relationships between 

organizers, the state, and other activists show how ACT UP confronted and resisted state 

repression—while also advocating for government attention and protection—demonstrating 
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in practice the “care-advocacy paradox.” Finally, the conclusion discusses opportunities for 

furthering this research both through practical interventions and future research. 
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Research Questions 

The objective of this study is to: 1) evaluate advocacy practices described by 

organizers for making HIV/AIDS services more accessible to PWHAs and intertwined 

marginalized communities by asking:  

R1) How do ACT UP organizers perceive and understand their relationship 

with the state? 

R2) How does ACT UP’s successes and failures inform current opportunities 

to address current barriers within marginalized communities? 

R3) How do organizers (ACT UP interviewees) describe their strategies for 

garnering attention and resources for people living with HIV/AIDS?  
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Currents of Institutional Domination: The Politicization of Social Actors 

The theoretical framework for this project bridges institutional theory with a multi-

institutional politics approach (Armstrong and Bernstein 2008) to social movements to 

identify and evaluate the context in which HIV/AIDS advocacy functions. I extend the multi-

institutional politics approach to social movements by drawing on scholarship by Michel 

Foucault, Herbert Marcuse, and Jürgen Habermas. These theoreticians provide sociological 

concepts that examine the dynamics of power operates within and beyond the state, including 

through various public organs. The above theorists aid in understanding institutional logics 

theory, i.e., “how actors, actions, and context come together in organizational and 

institutional settings” (Thornton, Ocasio, and Lounsbury 2012). Together, these theories help 

to interpret how social movement organizers foster an active resistance against the state 

apparatus, while also being compelled to seek assistance and care from public organs 

interconnected with state and nonstate institutions. These currents of institutional domination 

create the tensions that contextualize what emerged from analysis of the ACT UP Oral 

History Project as the “care-advocacy paradox”: in order to advocate for constituents, social 

movement organizations and non-profit organizations pursue care from the state, while also 

targeting the state for their inaction or lack of resources. In a very Foucauldian sense, 

because power is everywhere, power seduces the advocates in and grants them power to 

advocate for others.  

Elizabeth Armstrong and Mary Bernstein (2008) explain the need to situate analyses 

of social movements among a larger conceptualization of power, when they write: “We must 

look to other intellectual traditions for tools to aid us in thinking about the implications of the 

nature of power in contemporary societies” (see also Bernstein 2003). Thus, institutional 
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theories are used alongside social 

movement theories to understand 

the contexts and processes 

engaged by activists and 

advocates and their efficacy in 

changing power dynamics. 

Hence, this theoretical framework 

can inform an evaluation of social 

movement strategies and their 

outcomes. Relative to this study on HIV/AIDS and social movements, three concepts from 

institutional theory are useful to understand the institutional context in which movements 

operate: bio-power/body politics, new social control, and public sphere/organs. These 

theoretical approaches are used to synthesize the “currents of institutional domination” that 

politicize social actors, as shown in Figure 1.  

Body Politics and Bio-power 

Michel Foucault’s work on power and the subject asks, how “the body can be divided 

up, reconstituted, and manipulated by society” (Dreyfus and Rabinow 1983: 112). Foucault 

(1975) helps us to understand how the human body is an important site of power and control, 

particularly in the context of health and illness. Specifically, theories of bio-power and 

related work on the discourse of body politics touch on the complexities of human subjects’ 

coercion to comply with institutional logics (Thornton and Ocasio 2008). 

 

 

Public Sphere Institutions 

Social Actors 

Marcuse, Habermas, 

Foucault 

 

Social Movements 

Resources, 

Leadership, Identity 

Services 

and needs 

Mobilization 

Direct Action 

Figure 1. Currents of Institutional Domination 
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Body Politics  

For Foucault “the body is also directly involved in a political field... power relations 

have an immediate hold upon it; they invest it, mark it, train it, torture it, force it to carry out 

tasks, to perform ceremonies, to emit signs [(1975) DP 25].” Institutions, especially the 

medical institution, invest in our health as a species by marking us as ill, chronically ill, 

healthy, born, and/or dead. These designations provide subjects with corresponding 

ceremonies and signs, which are learned through being trained to invest in our own health 

and encouraged to seek out healthcare institutions for services that promote our wellbeing 

and longevity. Foucault’s theory of bio-power is built from his larger project of examining 

power, surveillance and control. Foucault (1975) argues:  

the political technologies of the body cannot be localized in a particular type 

of institution or state apparatus. For they have recourse to it; they use, select 

or impose certain of its methods... What the apparatuses and institutions 

operate is, in a sense, a microphysics of power, whose field of validity is 

situate[d] in a sense between these great functionings [sic] and the bodies 

themselves with their materiality and their forces (25).  

This suggests a set of relationships between systems of power and individual subjects. 

Specifically, Hubert Dreyfus and Paul Rabinow (1983) describe the two poles of bio-

power—control of the body and control of the species—which is reflected in issues such as 

reproduction, disease, work, and pain (140). This is further elaborated through the concept of 

bio-power. 
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Bio-power 

The conceptualization of “bio-power” emerged after mass development of social 

institutions in the fields of education, military, and technology that encouraged investment in 

the issues of public health, housing, and citizenship (Foucault 1990). Moreover, bio-power 

was the achievement of “the subjugation of bodies and the control of populations” (Foucault 

1990: 140). It is an indispensable component of capitalism. Foucault (1990) explains this in 

his text History of Sexuality: Vol. 1 an Introduction:  

If the development of the great instruments of the state, as institutions of 

power, ensured the maintenance of production relations, the rudiments of 

anatomo- and bio-politics, created in the eighteenth century as techniques of 

power present at every level of the social body and utilized by very diverse 

institutions (the family and the army, schools and the police, individual 

medicine and the administration of collective bodies), operated in the sphere 

of economic processes, their development, and the forces working to sustain 

them (141). 

Bio-power, as an instrument of institutions, then, manipulates human subjects to delve into 

medical capital for subsistence and longevity. This places individuals and communities in the 

position to be subjugated by the medical institution and surveilled by public health 

departments.  

HANPOs were made possible because of the politics of bio-power that influence the 

production and distribution of capital. Specifically, HANPOs are partially funded by the 

federal government. The Ryan White Comprehensive AIDS Resources Emergency Act 

(Ryan White CARE Act, Pub.L. 101–381, 104 Stat. 576, enacted August 18, 1990) allocates 
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federal funds to programs for PWHAs. With the development of life-sustaining treatments 

for PWHAs, these funds can be used to offset the financial and social costs of living with a 

chronic illness. This moves care for PWHAs in line with the Foucauldian notion that “it is no 

longer a matter of bringing death into play in the field of sovereignty, but of distributing the 

living in the domain of value and utility” (Foucault 1990: 136). However, the level of funds 

and resources available to support PWHAs and advance prevention efforts in at-risk 

communities is not commensurate with the realities of the hardships arising from the stigma 

of death attached to disease. Additionally, funding does not operate as a constant, as we’ve 

seen funding levels for combatting HIV/AIDS decrease in the last year (between 2017 and 

2018), both nationally in the United States, and globally (KFF 2017). The mechanisms by 

which the state exerts control on HANPOs, including by funding, demonstrates how this 

exceeds the dynamics of bio-power alone. To explicate the concurrent avenues in which 

power is exerted unto social actors, the next section concentrates on Herbert Marcuse’s 

(1964) “new forms of social control” and further explains the relationship between social 

actors and institutions, as well as how political and economic contexts shape human 

behavior. 

State and Control 

New Social Control  

Herbert Marcuse (1964) entertains the theory of “new forms of social control” in the 

classical text, One-Dimensional Man. Marcuse argues that if the productive apparatus could 

be centered around “vital needs,” then social control would be centralized, while also 

enabling the attainment of individual autonomy (1964: 2). However, in reality, it is almost 

impossible to attain individual autonomy, as economic and political requirements are 
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imposed by the productive apparatus on material and intellectual culture (Marcuse 1964). 

This can be seen in the relationship between the State and non-profits focused on health and 

wellbeing of HIV-positive patients/clients. There are pre-existing political and economic 

contexts at play. For example, there are political tensions between AIDS movements and the 

state revolving around funding for HIV/AIDS research and actions that were used to provoke 

visibility through emotion-laden claims to address the lives lost due to governmental 

negligence (Gould 2009). While preventing the death of American citizens reflects a vital 

need as well as the interests of the state, the political and economic contexts of HIV/AIDS 

healthcare and research do not always reflect this need. In addition to this vital need, another 

key priority of the state is monitoring communities at risk for contracting HIV, in ways that 

can contradict the achievement of individual autonomy. This form of paternalistic social 

control can be further understood through the totalitarian form of state surveillance advanced 

by HANPOs and public health organizations.  

Totalitarianism is commonly associated with negative and terroristic contexts, but 

Marcuse (1964) explains that non-terroristic forms of totalitarianism also exist. These are not 

unique to a specific form of government or party rule; but rather, industrial societies tend to 

be totalitarian in a non-terroristic fashion (Marcuse 1964: 3). This concept in a societal 

context, Marcuse points out, operates “through the manipulation of need by vested interests” 

(1964: 3). That is, non-terroristic totalitarianism is generally accomplished through symbolic 

forms of violence, rather than strictly physical violence. This concept of manipulated needs 

helps to explain how people living with chronic illnesses are being controlled through 

healthcare apparatuses. For example, patients with chronic illnesses need treatment but are 

manipulated by pharmaceutical commercials to discuss industrialized medicine with life-
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threatening side-effects with their physicians (Stange 2007). Thus, the vested interests of for-

profit companies are used to direct the healthcare needs of individuals into contexts that will 

increase sales and compliance with state-regulated healthcare providers. 

Marcusian theory helps to elucidate the tensions between vital needs of communities 

living with HIV/AIDS and the vested interests related to political and economic contexts of 

the state and HANPOs. This scholarship suggests that some needs that appear to be vital are 

actually manipulated by vested interests and therefore, can be interpreted as “false needs,” 

which Marcuse (1964) defines as needs that “perpetuate toil, aggressiveness, misery, and 

injustice” (5). In the next section, the work of theorist Jürgen Habermas illuminates how non-

state institutions (e.g., HANPOs) extend the state’s reach into public spheres as “public 

organs.” Thus, advancing a multi-institutional politics approach to social movements 

(Armstrong and Bernstein 2008). 

Public Sphere’s Function 

Jürgen Habermas argues that the state is the “public authority” (1962: 2), meaning 

that the people, overall, have to comply with the state. Further, Habermas asserts that entities 

that provide communication among members of the public, may be counted as “public 

organs” (1962: 2). Thus, HANPOs, which provide vital services for HIV/AIDS clients, 

including education and communication, can be classified as public organs. Habermas 

explains that even groups formally distinct from the government can act as arms of the state, 

as “private and public powers are so fused together into an indivisible unity that both are 

emanations from a single unified authority” (1962: 4). The church is an example of an 

institution that changed its status from a carrier of public representation into one that fused 

public and private elements (Habermas 1962: 11). Freedom of religion secured the first 
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sphere of private autonomy from the state by separating its public budget from territorial 

rulers’ private holdings (Habermas 1962: 12). The church became an independent institution 

of public authority separate from the progressively privatized sphere of the court (Habermas 

1962: 12). The word private, here, means the designated exclusion from the state apparatus. 

As public organs, HANPOs are technically separate from government institutions, but also 

facilitate the operations of the state, including privileging the states’ needs for surveillance 

over people living with HIV/AIDS and those at risk.  

Habermas, Marcuse, and Foucault contribute to understanding the relationship across 

multiple institutions and organizations that influence the political positions of social actors. 

Specifically, these theories of bio-power, body politics, new social control, and the public 

sphere explain how human behavior is manipulated through the incentives associated with 

public authority and the dynamics of capitalism (Armstrong and Bernstein 2008). These 

realities have inspired many forms of resistance, including the formation of social 

movements. The following section on Social Movement Theory accentuates the 

organizational and collective processes that are at odds with the state and various public 

organs. Tensions exist between institutions (state and nonstate) and social movements 

(Armstrong and Bernstein 2008), and these theoretical tensions can help to advance social 

movement theory in relation to health and health movement advocacy.  

Social Movement Theory 

 Social movements are defined by David Snow, Sarah Soule, and Hanspeter Kriesi as 

“collectives acting with some degree of organization and continuity outside of institutional or 

organizational channels for the purpose of challenging or defending extant authority” (Snow 

et al. 2007: 11). The very definition alludes to tensions that exist between social movements 
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and power structures. This is because social movements have existed to undermine 

hegemony, subvert power, and impact policy (Pastor and Ortiz 2009). For example, ACT UP 

emerged to combat the negligent response to AIDS by the government, worked to change the 

Federal Drug Administration’s (FDA) policies for approving AIDS treatment (Stoller 1998), 

and “confronted the American ideology of democracy that locates legitimate political activity 

in the voting booth… and maligns street activism as unnecessary and extreme” (Gould 2002). 

Social movement theories help to understand the mechanics of social movement circles.  

Tensions between Institutional Theory and Social Movement Theory 

Social movement theorists are at odds with the institutional theories regarding state 

and control because social movements contend with authority and political institutions. 

Charles Tilly (2004) describes these contentious politics as conflicting with others’ interests 

and extant of power structures (Tilly 1978). As Jennifer Earl (2003) illustrates, repression 

can be sponsored by state agents directly, coordinated with elites, and/or carried out by 

private actors (49). This can include sabotage, infiltration, legal/financial sanctions, police 

action, disciplinary grievances, and retaliation (Earl 2003). However, institutional theorists 

are still useful because they describe the conditions that enable these instances of contention 

within their scholarship. For instance, Habermas discusses interventionism between the state 

and the public sphere, which entitled the masses to political participation and succeeded in 

translating economic antagonisms into political conflicts (1962: 146). This supports the 

emergence of ACT UP in the broader socio-political contexts of their actions against the state 

through the lens of institutional theory regarding the relationship between social actors and 

the state (Foucault 1975,1990; Habermas 1962; Marcuse 1964).  
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Marcuse also introduces “new modes of realization” that correspond to the societal 

capacities that are evolving. These “new modes” are essentially negations of traditional 

modes of realization: 

economic freedom would mean freedom from the economy—from being 

controlled by economic forces and relationships; freedom from the daily 

struggle for existence, from earning a living. Political freedom would mean 

liberation of the individuals from politics over which they have no effective 

control. Similarly, intellectual freedom would mean the restoration of 

individual thought now absorbed by mass communication and indoctrination, 

abolition of ‘public opinion’ together with its makers (Marcuse 1964: 4). 

These forces thus operationalize struggle by embedding “material and intellectual needs” that 

makes the struggle for existence a continuum. Social movements work to loosen the binds of 

economic, political, and intellectual manipulation advanced by the state and other 

institutions. However, some movements, including ACT UP, target state and non-state 

institutions that make up the economy, politics, and public opinion (Armstrong and Bernstein 

2008; Gamson 1989, 1995).  

Foucault challenges the notion that one can transcend systems/structures, including 

politics and economy. Moreover, Foucault (1975) points to the ways that power relations are 

inevitably embedded in all interactions. The work of ACT UP organizers further 

demonstrates this. Although they used noninstitutionalized means, taking an outsider position 

from economic, political, and health care institutions, they also sought access to these sites of 

power as a way to produce and distribute resources (treatments, etc.) to people in need 

(Gould 2002, 2009; Stoller 1998). Although institutional theory is useful to understand the 
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political context in which ACT UP emerged and operated, theories of social movements are 

needed to understand these dynamics. Given the role of overlapping institutions in shaping 

the life conditions and opportunities for PWHAs, a multi-institutional politics approach is 

useful (Armstrong and Bernstein 2008). Although ACT UP and other AIDS advocacy groups 

tend to target the state, they utilize other institutional sites of power, such as the media, to 

gain leverage and change the contexts in which the state operates. This suggests the need for 

multiple intellectual traditions within social movement studies; specifically, resources, 

leadership, and identity. 

Below, resource mobilization theory is explicated to understand the formation of 

social movements and is followed up with leadership and identity to describe internal 

dynamics that help to sustain a social movement. Social movement theory will assist in 

analyzing the dynamics, actions, and strategies employed by the social movement ACT UP, 

as described per social movement organizers, and in assessing if social movement strategies 

could assist in improving advocacy for PWHAs. 

Resource Mobilization 

Scholars of social movements have differed in regard to defining resource 

mobilization theory [RMT] (Edward and Gillham 2013; Edwards and McCarthy 2004; 

Griffin 1992; Jenkins 1983, 1984, 1985; Kohl-Arenas 2014; McCarthy and Zald 1977; 

Staggenborg 1993). McCarthy and Zald (1977) presented a partial theory of resource 

mobilization. Their definition explains that resource mobilization “emphasizes the variety 

and sources of resources; the relationship of social movements to the media, authorities, and 

other parties; and the interaction among movement organizations” (McCarthy and Zald 1977: 

1212). Social movement organizations (SMOs) are defined as “a complex, or formal, 
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organization which identifies its goals with the preferences of a social movement" (McCarthy 

and Zald 1977: 1218). Therefore, traditional RMT posits that multiple resources, structures, 

and organizational practices are needed for mobilization (McCarthy and Zald 1977). Bob 

Edwards and Patrick Gillham contributed to The Wiley-Blackwell Encyclopedia of Social and 

Political Movements (2013) by extending RMT. While McCarthy and Zald (1977) have 

already laid out major definitions and guidelines to define the aspects of RMT, they provide 

concise definitions of the types of groups within RMT: adherents, constituents, and 

bystanders. Adherents are those “who share social change preferences,” constituents 

“contribute resources of various kinds” to mobilize movements, and bystanders “watch from 

the sidelines” (Edwards and Gillham 2013: 1; see also McCarthy and Zald 1977: 1220). 

Hence, the major tasks of SMOs are to selectively convert bystanders into adherents, 

adherents into constituents, and to encourage "active participation" amongst constituents 

(Edwards and Gillham 2013). RMT further describes the organization of a social movement, 

from sectors, industries, and organizations. However, for the purposes of this thesis, it 

focuses on the importance of access and variety of resources, rather than the anatomy of 

social movement structures.  

Access refers to the availability of resources and whether they are obtained from 

internal or external sources. Generally, SMOs acquire resources for social movements from 

both internal and external sources (Edwards and Gillham 2013; Griffin 1992; Jenkins 1983, 

1984, 1985; Jenkins and Perrow 1977). Edwards and Gillham (2013) describe the 

mechanisms of resource access in 4 veins: self-production, aggregation, co-

optation/appropriation, and patronage. Self-production refers to the resources that can be 

produced by social movement actors themselves and range from social-organizational 
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resources (e.g. networks and coalitions), material resources that can be used for 

demonstrations and fundraising (e.g. food, artwork, etc.), and human resources such as 

leadership, supporters, and children (Edwards and Gillham 2013). Aggregation would be the 

accumulation of resources, and co-optation/appropriation refers to the use of resources 

previously produced by other organizations (Edwards and Gillham 2013). Patronage is 

defined as “the provision of resources to a SMO by an individual or organization that often 

specializes in patronage” (e.g. donors and foundations) and may also “influence an SMO's 

policy decisions and day-to-day operations” (Edwards and Gillham 2013: 3). Erica Kohl-

Arenas’ (2014) study of the California Farm Worker Movement demonstrates that monetary 

philanthropic support can boost early movement activity:  

partnerships between movement leaders, foundation professionals, and 

regional nonprofit organizations facilitated fluid and flexible funding 

structures that enabled the leadership and organizational development that was 

central to the early success of the movement (483). 

Internal resources for social movement mobilization are most accessible to those in 

opposition of policy and that are advocating for social change (Griffin 1992). However, “the 

relationship between internal, intangible resources and external, tangible resources is 

reciprocal” and, ultimately, is left to social movements leaders to strengthen and develop 

(Griffin 1992: 130). For instance, the Independent Workers Association (IWA) utilized intra-

network resources (internal resources) that were cost effective because they “were owned by 

IWA members or sympathizers” (Griffin 1992: 133). This included: an abandoned theater for 

their headquarters, a kitchen and food dispensary, and a meeting hall in Sanchez's (IWA 

member) warehouse. These spaces provided opportunities for organization and coordination. 
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As well, local IWA leaders and sympathetic professionals and business owners contributed to 

their external resources. Churches, labor, and a liberal public allowed for the IWA to obtain 

crucial resources: food, water, clothing, money, free health care, and a legal defense fund 

(Griffin 1992: 134). This overwhelming amount of support contributed to their gain of 

adherents and constituents to their SMO, resulting in greater appropriation of resources from 

United Farm Workers (UFW) (Griffin 1992: 134). 

Other common types of resources used by SMOs are moral, cultural, human, and 

social-organizational. Moral resources refer to “legitimacy, integrity, solidarity support, 

sympathetic support, and celebrity” (Edwards and Gillham 2013: 3). Moral resources are 

often generated outside of social movements and SMOs, are hard to access, and are subject to 

rescission (Edwards and Gillham 2013). Edwards and Gillham (2013) define cultural 

resources as “artifacts and cultural products such as conceptual tools and specialized 

knowledge that have become widely though not necessarily universally, known” (3). 

Importantly, the authors elaborate on what is included in cultural resources: “movement- or 

issue-relevant productions like music, literature, magazine/newspapers, or film/videos” 

(Edwards and Gillham 2013: 4). These resources are more accessible than moral resources 

and can aid in facilitating “the recruitment and socialization of new adherents and help 

movements maintain [..] collective action” (Edwards and Gillham 2013: 4). However, 

cultural resources are not translatable across SMOs, as they are not universally known, and 

they are not often ascribed the same value by all members of any given society (e.g. religious 

artifacts).  

Richard Griffin (1992) describes varieties of internal resources and refers to them as 

“internal, intangible.” The intangible, internal resources reflected cultural symbolism that 
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was expressed through public protest demonstrations. The author addresses symbolic and 

cultural factors, “which may serve to empower a formerly powerless collectivity,” as being 

neglected by RMT (Griffin 1992: 130). He broadens RMT by examining the successes of the 

IWA Starr County Strike of 1966 in South Texas. He relies on interviews (n= 92) that 

included participants that were either involved in or knew about the strike. Although the farm 

workers movement was strong in California (Kohl-Arenas 2014), the IWA did not receive 

early support from the UFW, due to Chavez's perception of their leader as "militant" and 

"over stepping authority" (Griffin 1992). However, despite this lack of support, IWA 

organizers developed internal resources by drawing from cultural symbols that were relevant 

to their adherents and constituents.  

Symbols such as the Virgin of Guadalupe, a Black thunderbird on red background 

(the UFW flag), el burro (the donkey), and the crucifix (Griffin 1992) were utilized by the 

IWA to mobilize those who found said symbols to be culturally relevant. The black 

thunderbird, in some Indigenous peoples’ contexts, is understood to elicit strong forces of 

nature, while the red and block colors represents that the working class is on strike. Spanish 

language phrases (e.g. ¡Viva la huelga!) and the Virgin of Guadalupe (known to answer 

prayers and grant miracles in Catholic and Mexican folklore), was used to forge a “cultural 

solidarity” [or collective identity] among members of the IWA and National Farmer Workers 

union (NFW) (Griffin 1992). The success of the Farm Worker movement depended upon 

symbolic interactionism as a center of unification. Griffin explains, “success by movements 

among the powerless is heavily dependent upon the effective use of cultural beliefs, values, 

myths, and symbols by leaders in generating and maintaining participant solidarity and 

commitment” in a way that “empower[s] movement members, mobilize[s] cultural support, 
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and disavow[s] the conditions the movement seeks to change” (Griffin 1992: 148). Using 

language, social structures, meanings, and contexts relevant to members and audiences of the 

social movement was central to the IWA/NFW's mobilization, collective identity, and 

solidarity building (Blumer 1969; Mead 1934; Taylor and Whittier 1992).  

RMT has obviously evolved from its introduction in 1977, to contemporary times. 

Focusing on access and variety aids in understanding the processes and linkages attached to 

RMT. For example, various successes of the Farm Worker movement relied heavily on a 

myriad combination of internal resources and access to external resources made possible by 

attracting adherents and constituents. Suzanne Staggenborg (1993) reminds us not to make 

sharp contrasts between old and new when deploying theoretical ideas to understand 

movements. The most important aspect in future research is determining the linkages and 

processes, rather than what variables are important to resource mobilization theory. These 

processes can be further understood by examining the relationships between movement 

supporters, through the lens of leadership and identity as they relate to strategic movement 

activity.  

Leadership and Gender Dynamics within Social Movements 

Leadership is a primary resource for mobilization activity and structures social 

movement organizations (Robnett 1997: 17). Aldon Morris and Suzanne Staggenborg (2004) 

emphasize that leadership is critical to social movements, because leaders “inspire 

commitment, mobilize resources, create and recognize opportunities, devise strategies, frame 

demands, and influence outcomes”, and that social movement leaders are “strategic decision-

makers who inspire and organize others to participate in social movements” (Morris and 

Staggenborg 2004: 171, see also Robnett 1997: 19). Despite conventional wisdom, leadership 
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does not have to function as a top-down approach by social movement organizations. 

Organizations serve an important role in helping to consolidate a movement, but they do not 

always accomplish the mobilization necessary to sustain movement action (Robnett 1997: 

18). For example, grassroots participants provide on-the-ground organizing and recruitment 

necessary for mobilization that sustains social movements. ACT UP served as an 

organizational base for the movement, but different factions, like the women’s caucus of 

ACT UP LA, mobilized to gain support and take action (Roth 1998, 2017). SMOs rely on 

leadership at various levels within organizations and among grassroots supporters. In her 

study of the African-American Civil Rights Movement, Belinda Robnett (1997) identifies 

two distinct kids of leadership: formal leaders and bridge leaders.  

Formal leadership includes those with titled positions in a primary movement 

organization. These formal leaders evolve from emerging leaders in social movement 

organizations that put movement goals at the center, to titled leaders (managerial elites) that 

work on maintaining order within the organization (Morris and Staggenborg 2004). This 

focus on maintaining organizational structure can compel formal leaders to overlook the 

necessity of grassroots participation within SMOs (Robnett 1997: 18). Typically, formal 

leaders are at the top-level of social movement organization and rely on one or more types of 

social advantage to advance their authority (e.g., being white, men, and/or holding 

professional status). As Joshua Gamson (1989) points out, ACT UP San Francisco’s 

leadership consisted of mostly white gay males and lesbians between the ages of 20 and 30 

and were working professionals in the health, legal, and political industries. Women, 

however, have not been strongly represented in these top-level leadership roles. Morris and 

Staggenborg (2004) explain, “women [gained] access to leadership and status through their 
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relationships with men” (176). However, formal leaders are only part of the puzzle in 

understanding how leadership operates throughout SMOs. Robnett (2014) explains this 

relationship between gender and leadership further, emphasizing race as well:  

Black women’s leadership constrasted [sic] with that of black men and white 

women. While black men occupied formal leadership positions, black women 

served as bridge leaders, who through face-to-face interactions fostered ties 

between the social movement and local communities… White women’s 

leadership [..] skills were generally focused on connecting white mainstream 

institutions to the movement (691) 

Because leadership operates at various levels of social movement organizations, we need not 

rely on top-level, formal leaders to mobilize adherents and constituents. Bridge leaders in the 

civil rights movement demonstrated that efficacious mobilization is possible at the grass 

roots level.  

Bridge leadership is defined as players within social movements that “foster ties 

between the social movement and the community; and between pre-figurative strategies (e.g. 

individual change, identity, and consciousness) and political strategies (e.g. organizational 

tactics designed to challenge the state and other societal institutions)” (Robnett 1997: 19). 

Through existing relationships and rapport-building, bridge leaders foster “ties between the 

social movement and local communities” (Robnett 2014: 691). The bridge-leader’s platform 

for power is the “unclaimed space” central to the sustenance and mobilization of a 

movement, one neither controlled by the formal leadership or their cronies (Robnett 1997: 

21). While this space provides space for doing leadership without a formal leadership role, it 

is important to highlight the gendered reasons as to why formal leadership was not 
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accessible. Bridge leader roles are not inherently feminine, but rather, tend to be delegated to 

and claimed by women because they are excluded from formal leadership roles. 

Gender operates as an exclusionary construct to develop hierarchical leadership roles 

in movement organizations, leading women to more likely take on the role of bridge 

leadership (Robnett 1997; Taylor 1999). Issues of representation encourage women to take 

on formal leadership roles in secondary movement organizations as well. The Women’s 

Caucus of ACT UP LA was formed in 1990 due to the lack of attention paid to women by 

ACT UP LA. Roth (1998) explains that women made up only 10 percent of the participants 

in general meetings, and their voices weren’t heard (131). Further, even after the formation 

of the Women’s Caucus to correct this imbalance, women put in more time and work, as they 

attended both the women’s caucus meetings and the general meetings, often in addition to 

participating within other committees in ACT UP LA (Roth 1998, 2017). Somewhat 

similarly, during the civil rights movement, men did not have complete faith in women to 

fulfill leadership roles and acted as gatekeepers to upper mobility in hierarchical leadership 

structures. For example, the group of male ministers who formed the executive staff of the 

Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) excluded women from official positions 

of power. Even though women organizers were primarily responsible for the civil rights 

movement’s mass base of support (Robnett 1997: 97), there were no women on executive 

staff until 1965, when they acquired one woman, Shirley Mesher (Robnett 1997). Both 

formal and bridge leaders can play an important role in various aspects of mobilization; 

however, the primacy placed on formal leadership can obscure the reality that leadership is 

always a conversation between SMO officers and grassroots constituents. As well, because 

bridge leaders operate in the “free spaces” afforded by movements, they are able to traverse 
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between social movement circles and organizations, fostering dynamics of exchange and 

spillover between movements (Meyer and Staggenborg 1994). 

Leadership is not always effective, and this can cause issues for protest events. For 

instance, ACT UP San Francisco faced many issues that caused confusion within and 

delineation from the social movement (Gamson 1989). Gamson explains, “ACT UP mixes 

strategic action and material targets with expressive action and cultural targets; their cultural 

activity takes the form of boundary-crossing and the contesting of images” (Gamson 1989: 

351). The focus on boundary-crossing and contesting images attempted to work with and 

through contradictions, but this also placed the group in a difficult position in articulating 

their positions, resulting in being “caught both denying and affirming that AIDS is a gay 

disease” (Gamson 1989: 351). Further, emphasizing disruption over institutions lead to some 

ineffectual demonstrations that did not clearly appeal to an audience or have tangible targets. 

For example, “act up [sic] protested Dukakis [..] with no media coverage, Dukakis was 

nowhere in sight, and no one to witness the protest but passing cars [San Francisco, 

September 30, 1988]” (Gamson 1989: 356). Gamson (1989) delineates the ideological 

dilemma that was at the root of conflicts between leaders, activists, and their audiences: 

“AIDS activists find themselves simultaneously attempting to dispel the notion that AIDS is 

a gay disease (which it is not) while, through their activity and leadership, treating AIDS as a 

gay problem (which, among other things, it is)” (356). While social movement leaders serve 

to sustain and maintain social movement organizations, their efforts can be ineffective when 

they are tangled up in tensions over identity work. In the case of ACT UP SF, while their 

protests were provocative, the campaign’s strategies were flawed due to confusion and 

contradictions regarding both the identity of the communities they were speaking for, as well 
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as the location and identity of those they were targeting. To analyze the methods of advocacy 

that social movement organization ACT UP deployed, collective identity is used to interpret 

organizing and how leadership within social movement structures sustain movement 

organizations. 

Collective Identity 

The following section concentrates on the role of collective identity within social 

movements as a dynamic process that brings together a movements’ leaders and its 

constituents. As discussed in the section on leadership, the patriarchal centralization of power 

through SMO structures limits the roles available to diverse activists. Thus, it is important to 

pay close attention to gender dynamics and other identity categories within ACT UP when 

analyzing their interactions. Francesca Polletta and James Jasper (2001) define collective 

identity as “an individual’s cognitive, moral and emotional connection with a broader 

community, category, practice, or institution.” Collective identities can include broad social 

categories, including gender, race, and sexuality, as well as attachments to specific 

movements, such as one’s identity as an activist or SMO leader. 

Collective identities are constructed through boundary making, socially constructed 

consciousness, and negotiating resistance against hegemonic power structures through 

valorization and affirmation of identities (Taylor and Whittier 1992). Benita Roth (1998) 

demonstrates the importance of boundary-making in increasing visibility of issues related to 

women and AIDS (134). Roth explicates the power of gendered boundaries by arguing that 

“re-inscribing gender difference” not only made women’s issues with HIV/AIDS visible, but 

also gave the women’s caucus decision-making power for certain tasks, including deciding 

who got to go to women and HIV conferences, their time, and their agenda (Roth 1998). The 
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need for such boundaries arose from the relative neglect of women’s issues within the 

broader work of ACT UP. As Taylor and Whittier (1992) note, in general, “it is usually the 

dominant group that erects social, political, economic, and cultural boundaries to accentuate 

the differences between itself and minority populations” (111). However, excluded groups 

can utilize these boundaries in order to cultivate spaces to empower themselves. Boundaries 

alone cannot sustain a collective identity, though. In order for individuals to identify with a 

group or category, they must embrace some type of shared consciousness, which can 

“emerge out of a challenging group’s struggle to define and realize its interests” (Taylor and 

Whittier 1992: 111). For example, the AIDS movement’s collective identity emerged from 

clear definitions that people were dying due to government neglect (Gamson 1989, 1995; 

Gould 2002, 2009; Stoller 1998). This infused their strategies and actions with a sense of 

urgency and defiance that united individuals to mobilize as a part of a militant group. Social 

groups contain internal differences that require ongoing negotiation. Collective identities 

serve to foster positive connotations among solidarity groups and coalitions (Polletta and 

Jasper 2001). However, identity negotiation is present in all collective groups, and may be 

more astute in movements that are centrally organized around one or more axes of identity 

(Luna 2017; Oliver 2017; Taylor and Whittier 1995). Specific to this study, activists in the 

AIDS movement resemble what Phil Brown and colleagues (2004) have referred to as a 

politicised collective illness identity. This form of collective identity emerges when illness 

and identity converge at the axis of structural inequalities that impact health and wellness 

(Brown et al. 2004) These negotiations can be readily analyzed through the deployment of 

collective identities.  
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 Polletta and Jasper (2001) note that collective identities are deployed in myriad ways, 

including through “cultural materials— names, narratives, symbols, verbal styles, rituals, 

clothing, and so on—but not all cultural materials express collective identities.” For example, 

the Virgin of Guadalupe is not always considered a symbol of collective identity associated 

with social movements, as it is also a symbol of prayer and religious significance in 

Catholicism. However, in organizing among predominantly Catholic farm working 

communities, the Virgin of Guadalupe was deployed to signify religious values in the context 

of resistance (Griffin 1992). The strategic deployment of collective identity depends on the 

audience’s interpretation of cultural materials as reflecting calls for social change. While 

some symbols are used primarily for the benefit of a movements’ constituents to feel a sense 

of attachment with collective action, other symbols are used to signal opposition to 

mainstream and powerful targets. Joshua Gamson (1995) explains how queer identities 

postured themselves as operating against and outside of systems of power: “We are different, 

that is, free from convention, odd and out there and proud of it, and your response is either 

your problem or your wake-up call. Queer does not so much rebel against outsider status as 

revel in it” (395). This heralded an in-your-face, militant style of action that helped ACT UP 

to achieve many changes quickly and dramatically. However, it also creates challenges for 

sustaining movements, as fostering identity only outside of difference creates weak 

attachments among constituents who are working together, leading to the potentially 

inevitably “self-destruction” of identity movements (Gamson 1995). Collective identity is not 

at all black and white. Its construction and deployment are as complex as the individual 

actors involved in collective action. However, by analyzing the collective identities of social 
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movement organizers, we can glean the decision-making processes that reflect organizers’ 

strategies and goals. 

Theoretical Conclusion: Care-Advocacy Paradox 

Institutional theory, as well as social movement studies, help to illuminate the 

contexts and processes deployed by SMOs. Institutional theory elucidates the societal 

relations between human subjects, institutions, and the state through public organs, new 

social control, and bio-power (Thornton, Ocasio, and Lounsbury 2012). Social movement 

theories demonstrate how groups form to resist these dynamics, despite contradictions and 

tensions that play out in struggles over leadership and identity (Armstrong and Bernstein 

2008; Bernstein 2009; Gamson 1995; Griffin 1992; Jenkins 1983; McCarthy and Zald 1977; 

Polletta and Jasper 2001; Robnett 2000; 2014; Taylor 1996a, 1999; Taylor and Whittier 

1992). The tensions between state power and social movement resistance create the 

foundation for what ACT UP’s strategies expose as the “care-advocacy paradox.” This is 

visualized in Figure 2.  Specifically, because of the state’s removed stance of control and 

surveillance through public organs and dynamics of manipulation (Habermas 1962; Marcuse 

1964), individuals are compelled to participate in government-sponsored medical institutions 

Figure 2. Care-Advocacy Paradox 
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(Foucault 1975, 1990; Thornton, Ocasio, and Lounsbury 2012). Social movements garner 

resources and form oppositional identities in order to defend the rights of their constituency 

to access healthcare, while also targeting the state to demand change. In the case of ACT UP, 

these demands for change include both violent opposition and calls for collaboration and 

education, which is made possible through the distributed leadership structure embedded in 

organizing through committees within the larger SMO. 

This construct was developed through an analysis of how ACT UP organizers 

perceive and develop relationships with/against the state, as well as how they garnered 

attention among the public to advocate for PWHAs. This is crucial to understanding how 

contemporary HANPOs, which grew out of earlier AIDS activism, can continue to provide 

services and amplify the quality of life for PWHAs and advance prevention efforts among 

diverse communities. Prior to the emergence of the AIDS epidemic, there was no need for 

social movements focusing on this disease. However, given the negligence of the state, ACT 

UP expediently developed a wide-scale, grassroots response by embodying the structure of a 

social movement sector through the development of relatively autonomous committees that 

made up the organization (Edwards and Gillham 2013). Education played a crucial role in 

this process, as lay experts developed specialized knowledge in order to negotiate with state 

actors and compensate for the deficit in their understanding of the epidemic (Epstein 2016). 

While ACT UP advanced substantial social change in addressing the needs of communities 

living with HIV/AIDS, contemporary HANPOs must deal with the consequences of the 

Care-Advocacy Paradox in their work with public health offices that operate as “public 

organs,” and further, disproportionately serve communities based on intersecting identities, 

especially race, class, and immigration status. These theoretical lenses help to illuminate 
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advocacy strategies in a way that brings forth the needs of communities living with 

HIV/AIDS and what can be done to further support these communities through policy 

recommendations. Thus, in the next section literature on ACT UP, in particular, and 

advocacy practices from both nonprofits and health movements, more broadly, are reviewed.  
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Literature Review: Challenges and Effectiveness of Multiple Advocacy Strategies 

  The following literature review begins with a background of the direct action/health 

movement, ACT UP, to contextualize the interviewees from the ACT UP Oral History 

project (2002-2015). Literature that sheds light on both nonprofit advocacy and health social 

movement advocacy strategies to depict key differences and opportunities is reviewed. The 

variability in advocacy strategies successes can be viewed as a result of the path-dependent 

nature of social movement outcomes (Ghaziani, Taylor, and Stone 2018). This literature is 

used to situate AIDS advocacy in order to identify and evaluate the multiple characteristics of 

movements and their institutional contexts that influence the consequences of movements 

(Amenta et al. 2010). Given the political reality in 2018 (e.g., Donald Trump’s presidency), it 

is important to expose the narratives of AIDS activists to re-present the repression of 

communities living with HIV/AIDS, especially as they intersect with other marginalized 

groups (Taylor 1996a). 

Background of ACT UP 

Social movements are about tipping the balance of power and redirecting the forces 

that generate policy (Pastor and Ortiz 2009). This has been done by many social movements 

by building rapport and relationships within communities for mobilization, demonstrations, 

and inspiring others to change social trends and policy through action (Pastor and Ortiz 

2009). Additionally, social movements scholars have defined social movements as: 

collectives acting with some degree of organization and continuity outside of 

institutional or organizational channels for the purpose of challenging or 

defending extant authority, whether it is institutionally or culturally based, in 
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the group, organization, society, culture, or world order of which they are a 

part (Snow et al. 2007: 11).  

ACT UP’s historic contributions to the field of HIV/AIDS advocacy make it an important 

social movement organization to understand. ACT UP worked to form and shape the field of 

HIV/AIDS advocacy, including the state’s relation to PWHAs and HANPOs (Best 2017). 

ACT UP was a direct action social movement that laid the groundwork for working with, and 

for, people living with HIV/AIDS (Chambré 2012; Elbaz 1992; Gamson 1995; Gould 2009, 

2012; Lune and Oberstein 2001; Stoller 1998; Wolfe 1994). ACT UP’s campaigns centered 

the experiences of communities directly affected by HIV/AIDS and used direct action to 

secure funding for research on treatment and prevention, as well as social services for 

PWHAs. 

ACT UP (New York) became the organizational center of AIDS activism almost from 

its first day, averaging one demonstration every 2 weeks for nearly a year (Stoller 1998; 

Wolfe 1994). ACT UP is known for its use of disruptive tactics, including: civil 

disobedience, zaps and disruptions, die-ins, street theater, agit-prop, and other 

demonstrations usually centered around performance and storytelling. Since the beginning of 

the AIDS epidemic, stigma has been attached to the disease as the “gay white man’s disease” 

(Stoller 1998), despite academic scholarship and CDC research showing that communities of 

color are most at risk for HIV/AIDS (González-López 2005; Gould 2009; Roth 1998; Stoller 

1998). Emerging during Reagan’s second term in office in the 1980s, ACT UP was at odds 

with the administration’s lack of attention to an epidemic that was taking lives left and right 

(Gould 2009), particularly in the LGBTQ community. For lesbians and gay men, the 1980s 

were times of increasing state repression and a world where the government was driven to 
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fight against the AIDS epidemic (Gould 2009: 11). Queer people and AIDS activists lacked 

meaningful access to powerful institutions and influential allies, and they did not benefit 

from significant cleavages among elites (Tarrow 1994: 18). 

Deborah Gould’s (2009) book, Moving Politics: Emotion and ACT UP’s Fight 

Against AIDS, helps to illuminate how activists garnered resources and created political 

opportunities to advocate for PWHAs. Gould shows that activists’ claims to power were 

exercised and reproduced through emotions to mobilize political action. For instance, Gould 

(2009) narrates how ACT UP forced the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to speed up 

the drug-approval process for life-saving treatments and adopt policies that allowed people 

with serious illnesses to access experimental drugs (2009: 4). ACT UP transformed 

hegemonic institutions by reconfiguring scientific research to ensure the inclusion of people 

living with HIV/AIDS in government processes and corporations that make influential 

decisions in responding to the AIDS epidemic (Gould 2009: 4). Further, ACT UP garnered 

attention for underserved communities living with HIV (e.g., women and people of color), 

secured lower prices of treatment, pressured insurance companies to reimburse patients for 

non-FDA-approved drugs, and initiated programs for the prevention of HIV/AIDS (e.g., 

government-sponsored syringe exchange programs) (Elbaz 1992; Gould 2009: 5). ACT UP’s 

interactions with different institutions help contextualize the positions that the movements 

can take with institutional “targets” (corporate, government, etc.). ACT UP used a heightened 

sense of urgency to transform the potential for action by deploying a militant/radical 

aesthetic for AIDS-activism in contrast with traditional modes of interest group politics (e.g., 

voting, lobbying, marching) (Elbaz 1992; Gould 2009).  
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Additionally, Nancy Stoller’s (1998) book, Lessons from the Damned: Queers, 

Whores, and Junkies Respond to AIDS, helps extend Gould’s (2009) analysis by looking at 

the way that racism, sexism, and class impacted social movement organizations’ response to 

the AIDS epidemic. Stoller (1998) highlights how widespread repression during the Reagan 

administration shaped the organizing and priorities of communities living with HIV/AIDS. 

The following section describes how nonprofits continually negotiate their role in advocacy 

with constituents, supporters, and institutional benefactors through the emergence and 

development of HANPOs to support PWHAs. 

Nonprofit Advocacy Studies  

Many scholars have examined advocacy within nonprofit organizations (e.g., see 

Brown et al. 2004; Chambré 1991, 1995, 1997, 1999; Chavesc 2004, Kessler 1986; LeBlanc 

et al. 1998; Moseley, Melton, and Francisco 2008; Mor et al. 1994; Neumayr, Schneider, and 

Meyer 2015; Salamon 1987). A model of nonprofit advocacy is visualized in Figure 3. 

Advocacy attempts to gain support from policy makers as well as constituents outside the 

normal range of influence (Moseley, Melton, and Francisco 2008: 256). At the individual 

level, advocacy is seen by activists as a 24-hour job that takes place in the workplace setting, 

in the home, or any other venue where people engage in conversation. At the organizational 

level, advocacy is the nonprofit’s crucial civic 

function (Neumayr, Schneider, and Meyer 

2015: 298). Some examples of this kind of 

advocacy are: talks with governments, 

monitoring government programs, legal 

advocacy in the courts, calls for boycotts and 

Figure 3. Model of Advocacy Processes 

(Moseley, Melton, and Francisco 2008: 258) 
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demonstrations, and drawing up petition letters (Neumayr, Schneider, and Meyer 2015: 298). 

Michaela Neumayr and colleagues (2015) found that receiving government funding was 

positively associated with organizations participating in advocacy efforts. The reality that 

government funding does not suppress nonprofits’ engagement in advocacy (Chavesc 2004: 

Neumayr, Schneider, and Meyer 2015) contradicts the theoretical proposition that state 

surveillance deters the potential for nonprofits to advocate for their clients (Habermas 1962).  

At the beginning of the 1980s, approximately 45 new organizations were involved in 

AIDS-related work (Chambré 1999; Kessler 1986). There was also a dramatic increase in 

diagnosed cases in the United States, from 3,700 AIDS positive cases in 1986 to 641,086 in 

1997 (Chambré 1999; Kessler 1986;). In New York City alone, 166 AIDS organizations were 

created between 1981 and 1998. This was overwhelmingly a response to rapid spread of the 

AIDS epidemic and the concurrent rise in new funding opportunities for organizations that 

provide HIV/AIDS-related services. Not all of these organizations continued on, though, and 

some were defunded and closed because of “fiscal malfeasance, weak leadership, internal 

dissension, or an inability to adapt to changing external conditions” (Chambré 1999: 842). 

Thus, it is important to examine not only the volume of advocacy for PWHAs, but also its 

efficacy in advancing treatment, social services, and prevention efforts.  

An HIV/AIDS nonprofit organization’s leadership structure is typically composed of 

1-5 executive director(s) and a board with 5 to 20 members (Chambré 1997). Boards of 

nonprofits serve to cultivate long-term relationships between the organization and the 

communities it serves. Board turnover is typically associated with ideological transitions 

within organizations, as reflected in changing mission statements, or in response to a request 

by an external funder (Chambré 1997). Largely due to the stress created from rapid growth, 
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“boards were critical because almost all of the executive directors lacked extensive 

management experience” (Chambré 1997: 479). Conflict between the board members and 

organizational managers can result in agencies going under. For example, the Association for 

Drug Prevention and Treatment’s (ADAPT) president, Yolanda Serrano, lost the agency’s 

municipal contract in 1990 because of poor management and ineffective use of funding 

(Chambré 1997: 479). As is true for many organizations, boards have the power to check 

their leadership and hold them accountable. For example, in Zakiya Luna’s (2010) study of 

the March for Women’s Lives, she cites the National Organization for Women (NOW) 

statement: “NOW board members called on [Tammy] Bruce (Former Los Angeles NOW 

President) to retract her statements,” regarding erasure of racialized experiences within 

domestic violence, “because they violated NOW’s commitment to ending racism” (Luna 

2010: 562). Formal leaders in advocacy organizations, such as managers and board members, 

can thus shape the organization’s capacity through its access to resources and opportunities, 

practical relationship with the organization’s mission/values, and by mediating external 

pressures especially related to funding. 

While there are aspects of advocacy internal to the operations of HANPOs, the 

primary types of advocacy strategies they use are for their clients and communities, 

including: prevention and education campaigns, providing information and referrals, ongoing 

case management, counseling, legal services, and housing support (Chambré 1999: 842). 

Susan Chambré (1999) found a total of 554 organizations involved in research, health care, 

service, advocacy, education, information, fine arts, or HIV/AIDS performance (Chambré 

1999).  
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Chambré (1997) focuses on case study data to examine 16 organizations created to 

fight the AIDS epidemic through advocacy, policy change, prevention efforts, and social 

services. These services included housing assistance, home-delivered meals, support groups, 

needle exchanges, and publications for self-help, as well as legal, psychological, and 

educational resources Organizations like Bailey House (1983), People With AIDS Coalition 

(PWAC) (1985), God’s Love We Deliver (1986), Momentum (1985), and Body Positive 

(1987), emerged to provide services for a growing market of newly diagnosed clients, who 

were seeking resources due to government failure in providing healthcare (Chambré 1999; 

Salamon 1987). Groups like the AIDS Center of Queens County, Bronx AIDS Services, 

Staten Island AIDS Task Force, and Upper Manhattan Task Force on AIDS were founded 

due to voluntary failure (e.g. not enough volunteers, volunteer turnover). These “community-

based” organizations were not necessarily “grassroots” movements because they were 

founded by human service professionals, rather than PWHAs (Chambré 1997). For example, 

groups such a s the Gay Men’s Health Crisis and PWAC were founded by white gay men 

with professional jobs, and organizations that were founded by people of color, women, and 

other minorities came after. Arriving to the scene later, they did not have access the same 

funding streams as their predecessors. Organizations like the Hispanic AIDS Forum, the 

Minority Task Force on AIDS, and the Women and AIDS Resource Network only became 

functional after public funding became widely accessible (Chambré 1997). Existing research 

on advocacy among HANPOs shows how they have arisen from the relationships (or lack 

thereof) between communities living with and at risk for HIV/AIDS, social service providers, 

and government actors. As the next section details, this configuration of actors is related to 

the role of health social movements, which adopt a different “style” of advocacy that actively 
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involves constituencies and cultivates sites of knowledge creation that allow for affected 

communities to be heard. Although the AIDS movement, particularly the social movement 

organization ACT UP, inspired the fruition of some of these HANPOs; the literature on 

nonprofit advocacy for PWHAs is missing the narratives of the activists themselves. This 

project differs in the sense that it weaves organizers’ narratives in with the function of 

advocacy by outlining how exactly activists advocated for PWHAs. Utilizing these narratives 

helps to illuminate the tensions that activists hold in working with and against the state for 

social change and vital support. 

Health Social Movements 

Health social movements (HSMs) consist of disease constituencies, which Steven 

Epstein (2016) defines as “groups that mobilize around specific illness states or health 

vulnerabilities to demand various forms of biomedical and political action or redress” (5). To 

elaborate, HSMs are organized around health and focus on health access, inequality, inequity, 

experiences, and contested illnesses (Brown et al. 2004; Brown and Zavestoski 2005; Epstein 

2016). These movements are classified in three ways: health access movements (HAMs), 

constituency-based health movements (CBHMs), and embodied health movements (EHMs) 

(Best 2013; Brown et al. 2004, Brown and Zavestoski 2005). HAMs aim to improve health 

access, CBHMs tackle inequalities and inequities based on identity (e.g. ethnicity, race, class, 

gender, etc.) and advocate for contested illnesses, and EHMs “address disease, disability or 

illness experience by challenging science on etiology, diagnosis, treatment, and prevention” 

(Brown et al. 2004: 50). ACT UP would be considered an EHM because of the way their 

strategies were informed by the embodied experience of activists impacted by HIV/AIDS 

(Brown et al. 2004). Similarly, a politicised collective illness identity is formed when 
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constituents link their identity with inequalities that are interrelated with disease (Brown et 

al. 2004). Activism around HIV/AIDS, breast cancer, post-partum illness, and reproductive 

justice are just some examples of this type of mobilization (Colvin 2014; Gould 2009; Luna 

2010; Luna and Luker 2013; Taylor 1995, 1996b; Treichler 1999).  

Disease-constituency activism has been “the most potent” model of “efficacious 

activism”, in that it “has affected the management of illness, attitudes and practices of health 

professionals, research practices, innovation processes, state policies, and corporate 

behavior” (Epstein 2016: 5). This is due, in part, to “social movements in health have been 

persistent” and “regularly renew” motivation for “health advances in Europe and the United 

States” (Brown and Fee 2014: 386). Within health movements, patients can become policy 

actors because of their networks and potential to change policy in order to improve health 

conditions (Brown et al. 2004; Epstein 2016; Hoffman et al. 2011; Luna 2010; Tomes and 

Hoffman 2011). Epstein (2016) further explains this phenomenon by stating that “social 

movements such as the AIDS activist movement and feminist women’s health movement 

have served as direct models or templates” for health movement mobilization (13). He cites 

Christopher J. Colvin (2014) and Peter A. Newman and Clara Rubincam (2014) when he 

explains health movements’ successes through the example of “AIDS advocacy 

organizations” that “have promoted effective prevention measures, and with the advent of 

new, medicalized forms of HIV prevention such as pre-exposure prophylaxis and ‘treatment 

as prevention’” (14). However, there has been a decline in treatment advocacy (Best 2017). 

Rachel Kahn Best’s (2017) article “Disease Campaigns and the Decline of Treatment 

Advocacy” analyzes thousands of advocacy organizations and finds that organizations with 

significant memberships and donors are more likely to advocate for treatment in their policy 
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agendas, but those with researchers were less likely to include treatment in their agendas 

(437). Due to changes in political climate, advocacy organizations redefined their missions 

and encyclopedias to exclude treatment access because “government services became 

increasingly controversial.” Best (2017) explains that advocacy organizations “focus on 

asking for what they think Congress wants to give them,” resulting in delineation from 

organizational priorities (451).  

Health movements challenge the status quo. Epstein (2016) argues that “activism 

sparked by an imminent disease threat… forges connections across difference” and mobilizes 

actors that are not directly affected by the disease (1). Health movements have launched 

“campaigns to promote occupational health, oppose racially segregated hospitals, [and] 

challenge gender bias in medicine” (Epstein 2016: 3). This is because health movements 

“interact with professions, political parties, labor unions, insurance industry lobbyists, the 

pharmaceutical industry, managed care organizations, and a variety of other groups to 

establish or forestall national- and state-level plans to authorize large new [health] programs” 

(Taylor and Zald 2010: 301). They are actively promoting a “culture of health” (Lavizzo-

Mourey 2014), or rather, what Steve Epstein (2016) refers to as “cultures of health” (4). 

Patient-group mobilization consists of activists that not only work with each other, but also 

work with professionals in different sectors to improve living conditions within disease-

constituencies’ communities (Epstein 2016: 7). Further, regarding the hybridity of disease-

based activism that Epstein (2016) describes within health movements, he cites Hoffman 

(2003) to point out that ACT UP collaborated with state-level and national health coalitions 

to demand for universal healthcare in 1992 and 1993 (15). In Tamar Carroll’s (2017) study 

on intersectionality and identity politics, she draws on ACT UP’s (2002-2015) Oral History 
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Project Archive to analyze how ACT UP also worked towards reproductive liberty for 

women (604). ACT UP paired with the Women’s Health Action Mobilization (WHAM) to 

“form a coalition around sexual freedom and access to health care” to dissuade the control of 

hospitals from Catholic (religious) influence that actively repressed LGBTQ communities 

(e.g. withholding prevention knowledge like abortion and condoms) (Carroll 2017: 604). 

This is also referred to by Meyer and Whittier (1994) as spillover. Movements do not only 

create knowledge within their circles, epistemes migrate between and beyond social 

movements and strategies are coopted to advance movement goals.  

Health movements are sites of knowledge construction (Epstein 2016; Luna 2010; 

Taylor 1995). These are also referred to as “hybrid movements” (Brown et al. 2004, Epstein 

2016) due to their nature of traversing between professional and informal boundaries. 

Activists became “lay experts” by learning about medical languages (e.g., immunology, 

virology, biostatistics) and passed as “credible players” that pushed the scientific method and 

pharmaceutical drug development (Epstein 2016: 11). In Verta Taylor’s (1995) article, “Self-

Labeling and Women's Mental Health: Postpartum Illness and the Reconstruction of 

Motherhood,” she draws on interviews (n=52) of new mothers’ experiencing “emotional 

problems” within the year after introducing a new child into their lives, interviews with 

medical professionals (n=56), prescriptive literature (n=100), and medical literature (n=35) 

between 1975 and 1991, and documents from two self-help movement groups: Depression 

After Delivery (DAD) and Postpartum Support International (PSI). Her analysis reifies 

postpartum depression as a social construct that health movements like DAD and PSI 

support. As stated by Verta Taylor (1995), “a family practitioner admits getting most of her 

information about postpartum depression not from medical journals, but from women’s own 
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accounts” (36). This is not to say that medical journals are to all be exiled. In fact, activists 

often compile important medical information that is relevant to their experiences and make it 

accessible for constituencies of these health movements (Taylor 1995). Verta Taylor (1995) 

explains that the postpartum self-help movement offers women an alternative to both the 

“traditional” and the “new views” of motherhood and that DAD conferences allowed women 

to speak truthfully about their non-traditional experiences as mothers (e.g., testimonies of 

killing babies while suffering postpartum illness). Further, spillover between HSMs and 

practitioners operates when medical experts coopt the knowledge produced in movement 

circles (Epstein 2016; Meyer and Whittier 1994). 

In sum, health movements have played a significant role in relation to health care 

issues, albeit, not all have been successful. In fact, Verta Taylor and Mayer Zald (2010) point 

to instances where health movements can be unproductive or distractive, which is why 

health-related movements need to be studied further (316). However, as Edward Amenta and 

colleagues (2010) point out, failed challenges can influence policies and outcomes, even if 

they do not reach the aspirations of movement organizers. For instance, the Affordable Care 

Act did not achieve universal health care for U.S. residents, but it has greatly increased the 

number of insured people living in the United States (House 2015). As well, movement 

successes can sometimes result in repression and counter-mobilization, leading to cycles of 

protest and abeyance that extend over time (Ghaziani et al. 2016; Taylor 1989, 1996a).  

Further, a call for analyzing institutional movements is enlisted in the concluding 

chapter of Social Movements and the Transformation of American Health Care (Taylor and 

Zald 2010). Thus, to fill this gap, this study takes on a multi-institutional politics approach to 

analyze the social movement organization ACT UP and its paradoxical relationship to the 
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state. Moreover, this study examines how collective identity is constructed to sustain an 

organization and how resource mobilization impacts their actions. In the following section, 

data from the ACT UP Oral History project and the methodological approach to explore the 

social movement dynamics of ACT UP, including their relationship to the state, is further 

described.  
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Data and Methods 

Data 

 Data from the New York Film Festival’s 2007 ACT UP Oral History project was 

analyzed for this study. Access to this data is granted to the public through a website 

(http://www.actuporalhistory.org/) which provides both the full transcript of the interviews 

and short clips of the interviewees. Coordinated by Jim Hubbard and Sarah Schulman from 

2002 to 2015, the purpose of this project was to present comprehensive, complex, collective, 

and individual pictures of the people who have made up ACT UP/New York. The video-

recorded interviews demonstrate interviewees’ motivations for action, descriptors of 

advocacy, and accounts of internal dynamics of the social movement organization ACT UP 

through interactions between interviewers and participants. A random sampling method was 

used to choose 55 interviews from this archive (see Table 1). The interviews address the 

research questions: 

Research Question 1 (R1) How do ACT UP organizers perceive and 

understand their relationship with the state? 

Research Question 2 (R2) How does ACT UP’s successes and failures 

inform current opportunities to address current barriers within marginalized 

communities?  

Research Question 3 (R3) How do the organizers (ACT UP interviewees) 

describe their strategies for garnering attention and resources for people 

living with HIV/AIDS?  

 

http://www.actuporalhistory.org/
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To examine the ACT UP Oral History Project, Dedoose (2018) version 8.0, a web-based 

mixed methods software, was used to perform grounded theory coding and deductive coding 

for analysis. The reason for utilizing both inductive and deductive coding, in other words 

abductive coding, is explicated below. 

Methods 

Data analysis was approached abductively by utilizing grounded theory coding in 

combination with deductive coding derived from the theoretical framework on institutional 

theory and social movements, as well as concepts from conversation analysis to identify 

social movement targets. The methodologies for analysis are expounded in further detail in 

the remainder of this section. Grounded theory analysis is described by Strauss and Corbin 

(1994) as “theory [that] evolves during actual research, and it does this through continuous 

interplay between analysis and data collection” (273). While grounded theory is often 

associated with inductive logic, abductive reasoning is inherent in this approach, as it 

involves the existing assumptions, beliefs, and knowledge of the researcher within the 

analytic process (Timmermans and Tavory 2012). Grounded theory coding allows the 

researcher to explore unexpected and/or surprising findings that emerge throughout data 

analysis, which can contradict and extend existing theories (Charmaz 2011). However, this 

process is only possible given the critical and situated knowledge of individual researchers. 

Thus, abduction is appropriate for combining grounded theory with deductive coding 

processes, as it makes transparent the interplay between existing knowledge and emergent 

research findings.  

Abductive analysis was used to answer all research questions. To respond to R2, the 

social movement theoretical framework was utilized, in combination with grounded theory 
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coding, to analyze interviews for their discussion of collective identity and resource 

mobilization. As well, the theoretical framework for institutional theory (i.e. control, 

surveillance, and power) was used to interpret R1. The concepts borrowed from conversation 

analysis were used (i.e. membership categorization and person reference) to interpret 

organizers’ relationships with each other, toward the social movement organization ACT UP, 

and the state (R1).  

Conversation analysis shows that participants seamlessly interweave matters of social 

context—including who the parties are for one another and whatever social relations or 

identities may be relevant for them, and a range of other social, cultural, and institutional 

matters—in and through the linked actions that comprise the interaction itself (Hayashi, 

Raymond, and Sidnell 2013). Conversation’s organization can lead to an understanding of 

the way humans do things and the kinds of methods they use to order their affairs (Sacks 

1974). According to Emanuel Schegloff (2007), “’(membership) categorization’ is not 

equivalent to ‘(person) reference’ and ‘reference to persons’ is not equivalent to 

‘(membership) categorization’” (433). Thus, the terms are not mutually exclusive. 

Membership categorization “focuses on ‘members’ methodical practices in describing the 

world and displaying their understanding of the world and of the commonsense routine 

workings of society” (Fitzgerald, Housley, and Butler 2009: 47). Person referencing is 

“mostly done with resources other than membership categories – dedicated terms, pro-terms, 

names and recognitional [sic] descriptors” (Schegloff 2007: 456). 

With respect to both person reference and membership categorization, some rules to 

note are the “economy rule” and “consistency rule.” The economy rule says that one 

membership category, in each instance, is adequate for describing a member of some 
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population (e.g. the persons in the room, the persons in the taxi; the various persons passing 

by on the sidewalk) (Sacks 1974). Henry Sacks (1974) explains the consistency rule by 

stating that:  

If some population of persons is being categorized, and if a category from 

some device's collection has been used, (to categorize a first member of the 

population) then that category or other categories of the same collection may 

be used to categorize further members of the population (219). 

By analyzing how members describe their experience in ACT UP, the analysis revealed how 

the language organizers use performs action within social movement circles. 

Processes 

I began by downloading the PDF files of interview transcriptions from the ACT UP 

Oral History projects website (n=55) and then converted each file to Word, using third party 

services such as pdf2docx.com and smallpdf.com. After preparing the transcripts, I imported 

them to the Dedoose cloud-based storage. Transcripts are linked to descriptors that describe 

the individual interviewees and help to quantify the data. This was done by compiling the full 

names of interviewees, names of interviews, and dates of interviews that were provided by 

the ACT UP Oral History website into an excel document. I added gender as a variable 

(Male/Female) to indicate how gender dynamics influence the sample.  

Gender was measured by perceived gender 

expression during the video clips of the interviewees. 

Among this random sample of interviewees, 72.7% (40) 

were male and 27.3% (15) were female. This distribution 

is summarized in Table 1.  

Table 1.  ACT UP Interviewees  

Gender Variation 

Gender n (%) 

Male 40 (72.7%) 

Female 15 (27.3%) 

Total 55 (100%) 
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I imported this dataset into Dedoose as a “descriptor set,” which I linked to the 

transcripts within Dedoose. I spent about an hour or two cleaning this descriptor set, only to 

find that I was missing data. From the descriptor field, I was missing information on Drew 

Hopkins and Rama Baran’s transcript was not uploaded to Dedoose. After adding Drew 

Hopkins descriptive data, linking that to his transcript, and then uploading Braman’s newly 

retrieved and converted .docx transcript, I noticed that the media was not legible within 

Dedoose because the original transcripts contained tables and images. I converted all the 

original PDF transcripts into a text file format (.txt) to guarantee legibility, and then re-

uploaded and linked each transcript.  

Coding 

I read each interview and conducted preliminary open coding by hand. I then 

uploaded all codes to Dedoose and proceeded with focused coding. The final codes that 

emerged from grounded theory coding were: Action, Change, Culture, Disagreement, 

Disconnect, Education, Gender, HIV/AIDS, Leadership, Medicine, Performance, Publicity, 

Race, Sexuality, and Violence. The deductive codes that were derived from the theoretical 

framework used for analysis were: Collective Identity, Control, Power, Resource 

Mobilization, and Surveillance. No literature has examined the ACT UP Oral History Project 

with these specific codes and through grounded theory coding. Figure 4, on the next page, 

shows a word cloud that indicates how prominent each code was, based on how many 

documents they occur within. The most prominent codes for grounded theory analysis were: 

Education, Action, Leadership, and Publicity. Membership Categorization and Person 

Reference are the most common codes because they are the most common ways of referring 

to different parties through interaction and often occur multiple times within stories. The 
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codes that did not occur as often during analysis were: Change, Culture, Disagreement, 

Disconnect, Gender, HIV/AIDS, Medicine, Performance, Race, Sexuality, and Violence. 

Thus, findings are structured based on the most prominent themes, including those indicated 

by frequency of use, as well as theoretical importance. I use the less common themes to help 

explain the complexity and nuance of these over-arching topics.  

 

  

Figure 4. Word Cloud of Study Codes from Dedoose 8.0 
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The Care-Advocacy Paradox: Measuring Social Movement Advocacy using the ACT 

UP Oral History Project 

 The findings are organized into three sections: State Perceptions, Successes and 

Failures, and ACT UP Advocacy Strategies. The coding ratios are presented in Table 2 to 

summarize abductive coding. These codes respond to each of the following research 

questions: 

R1) How do ACT UP organizers perceive and understand their relationship 

with the state?  

R2) How does ACT UP’s successes and failures inform current opportunities 

to address current barriers within marginalized communities? 

R3) How do the organizers (ACT UP interviewees) describe their strategies 

for garnering attention and resources for people living with HIV/AIDS? 

Table 2.  Code Frequency for ACT UP Oral History Analysis (n = 1002 codes) 

Grounded Theory Codes n (%) Deductive Codes n (%) 

Action 109 (10.9%) Person Reference 148 (14.8%) 

Leadership 91 (9.1%) Membership Categorization 95 (9.5%) 

Education 73 (7.3%) Power 76 (7.6%) 

Publicity 69 (6.9%) Resource Mobilization 35 (3.5%) 

HIV/AIDS 39 (3.9%) Collective Identity 30 (3.0%) 

Performance 38 (3.8%) Control 24 (2.4%) 

Sexuality 33 (3.3%) Surveillance 9 (0.9%) 

Violence 32 (3.2%)   

Change 22 (2.2%)   

Race 22 (2.2%)   

Disagreement 21 (2.1%)   

Culture 20 (2.0%)   

Medicine 8 (0.8%)   

Disconnect 4 (0.4%)   

Gender 4 (0.4%)   

Sub-total 585 (58.5%) Sub-total 417 (41.7%) 

Note. Percentages sum to 100.2 due to rounding error 
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The codes were grouped together under categories that fit the questions they respond to. All 

three types of codes were used to respond to R1. For R2, a combination of deductive codes 

and grounded theory were used to interpret the group’s successes and failures. For R3, 

grounded theory codes were used to evaluate strategies that were deployed to garner attention 

for PWHAs. The relative percentages of codes are used as a general indication of importance. 

As well, factors, like theoretical propositions and number of excerpts, are used to organize 

and interpret significant findings, highlighting important themes that only occur among a 

small group of codes (<10%) (Charmaz 2006).  

State Perceptions: Navigating the Care-Advocacy Paradox 

In response to R1, ACT UP 

organizers’ perceptions of the state were 

shaped by accounts of violent 

confrontations. When state is referred to, it 

includes state officials, such as police 

officers, politicians, and state departments 

(e.g. FDA and NIH). A lens focusing on 

control, power, and surveillance was applied to code the passages that referred to state 

officials deductively. As well, terms from conversation analysis, membership categorization 

and person reference, were borrowed to pin point instances where interviewees either 

grouped people into a category or referred to different persons. Specifically, these help to 

identify who the opposition was and the relations of power between actors. ACT UP 

organizers perceived the state to be violent, repressive (through control and surveillance), and 

understood their relationship to the state as oppositional. These codes are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Codes Addressing ACT UP 

Organizers’ Perceptions of the State 

Code n (%) 

Grounded Theory  

Violence 32 (3.2%) 

Deductive  

Power 76 (7.6%) 

Control 24 (2.4%) 

Surveillance 9 (.9%) 

Conversation Analysis  

Person Reference 148 (14.8%) 

Membership Categorization 95 (9.5%) 

Total 384 (38.4%) 
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This section details how the tensions between activists and their targets created the 

foundation for the relations constituting the “care-advocacy paradox.” 

Violent 

 Many activists described the violent nature of the state and the other forces that 

opposed them. Joy Episalla (2003) categorizes the opposition at Tim Bailey’s funeral when 

she says, “There was FBI, undercover, park police, and people in riot gear – cops in riot 

gear” (Episalla 2003). By specifying the category, “cops in riot gear”, Episalla (2003) 

focuses attention on how state officials escalated tension with demonstrators. The riot gear 

was not simply a symbolic threat, as ACT UP organizers also experienced physical beatings 

at direct actions. Jim Lyons (2005) describes his experience “getting roughed up” by the 

police at ACT UP demos. He says, “they shoved us, they put had cuffs on us” (Lyons 2005). 

The police gave them two choices, “walk into the paddy wagon or be dragged into the paddy 

wagon,” and he alleged that they decided to be dragged, by police in riot gear, and described 

it as awful. Police violence was a real threat to ACT UP, but they were not afraid to confront 

the state and its’ police authorities.  

Frank Jump (2003) explains, “we started not working with the police and they got 

much more aggressive with us.” For example, at the Tax Day demonstration the police 

“literally scooped us out of the street with their Billy cubs [..] and some of us had got beaten 

up” (Jump 2003). Richard Deagle (2003) describes how he was violently arrested by the 

police for tagging a subway with “The FDA has blood on their hands.” He describes being 

handled violently by the police:  

… they grabbed me and wrestled me around and the crowd was in their way. 

They were really stupid. They just drive the police car right up into the crowd, 
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almost running people over, and they bundled me into the front seat, and, of 

course, I undid the door and got out. And then, they grabbed me, and I was 

handcuffed in front of me, but then they grabbed me and put me upside down 

in the backseat, so my head’s [sic] on the floorboard, with my legs up in the 

air. 

Excessive force was often used by the police to control organizers’ behaviors. Their 

perception of the state, thus, is paradoxically oppositional. This demonstrates the “care-

advocacy paradox.” As an interviewee stated, ACT UP organizers were seeking support of 

the government, while also resisting the government’s control and their violent tactics. As 

some of the respondents with legal backgrounds highlighted, it was necessary to disrupt the 

state’s control to get noticed for change to happen. 

Repressive 

Organizers’ perceived the state as repressive due to their exercise of control and 

surveillance, through their actions in attempting to suppress organizers’ demonstrations, and 

politically controlled platforms. In the 1980s, the Reagan administration had control of the 

public discussion on AIDS, primarily by silencing attention to the issue. In fact, the first time 

Reagan mentioned AIDS was May 31, 1987, at an amFAR (American Foundation of AIDS 

Research) fundraiser, where he was booed by ACT UP members (Goldberg 2003). Gregg 

Bordowitz (2002) describes how this repressive context affected ACT UP’s strategy in 

further detail: 

The FDA action put us on the offense and enabled us to come up with a vision 

for the way that healthcare should be done in this country, the way that drugs 

should be researched, and sold, and made available. and I keep returning to 
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this—was the idea that people with AIDS should be at the center of the public 

discussion on AIDS. [..] We had wrested control of the public discussion on 

AIDS away from the hands of the right wing in this country and towards the 

direction of, or in the hands of, people with the disease itself. 

ACT UP needed to take an offensive stance because there was a real possibility of 

institutionalizing control and surveillance tactics as U.S. policy. Bordowitz (2002) further 

explains:  

In 1985—people don’t realize that in the mid-1980s, at very high levels within 

the Reagan administration, quarantine and mandatory HIV testing were 

considered viable policy options. You had people like [William F.] Buckley, 

who said that gay men should be tattooed on their ass, and drug users should 

be tattooed on their arms, so the invisible threats would be rendered visible. 

[..] We were very scared that the Reagan administration was going to put 

people with AIDS in internment camps. And I think we came close to that in 

this country. 

This is what led ACT UP to display a concentration camp on their float for Gay Pride in 

1987. The goal was to “awaken the community to the possibilities of some very serious 

repressive actions against us, and to defend ourselves” (Bordowitz 2002). The fear of these 

repressive policies was based on the reality of state control strategies attempting to stymie the 

AIDS movement.  

Bill Dobbs (2006) explains, “the police would try to stop what ACT UP was doing 

before it even started” (Dobbs 2006). Police would attend “political meeting[s] for no reason 

except to gather information about perfectly lawful, constitutionally protected activity” 
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(Dobbs 2006). Organizers would protect themselves from police surveillance by reciting this 

at the start of meetings: “If you are an on-duty member of the New York Police Department 

or other law enforcement agency, you are required by law to identify yourself” (Dobbs 

2006). Additionally, police would try to impose surveillance and control by showing up at 

activist’s homes. After this happened, organizers created a legal advice sheet for ACT UP 

members to hang on the back of their doors. This protected the ACT UP member parties 

from the police, so they would know exactly what to do when the police came knocking 

(Dobbs 2006). The state’s exercise of control and surveillance led to real repressive actions 

by the state and organizers did what they could to defend themselves from their power, as 

well as warding against hypothetical possibilities for future repression. Clearly, ACT UP 

organizers understood their relationship to be oppositional to the state. However, because of 

their power, the state was able to accrue constituents countering the AIDS movement, which 

is discussed further below. 

Oppositional 

 ACT UP organizers perceptions of the state as the opposition was defined through 

their violent interactions with the state, and the state’s repressive demeanor towards PWHAs 

at the height of the epidemic. The state’s actions repressed PWHAs and attracted opposing 

parties that held negative attitudes toward the perception of HIV/AIDS as a “gay disease.” 

Further, because so many lesbian, gay, and bisexual (LGB) folk were in the closet at this 

time, there were tensions around differential access to power for those who had the choice to 

“come out” with those who were being directly affected by the disease. Thus, opposition was 

not only faced by the state and external forces, but also within their communities. Larry 
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Kramer (2003) describes this opposition within by alluding to the head of the NIAID, 

Richard Krause, being gay. He says:  

… once again, we’re crucified by our very own. You’ve got Koch in New 

York City, you’ve got Krause at the head of NIAID, which is the most 

important institute at the NIH for looking after infectious diseases, and we’ve 

got this prick in the White House, who’s got a supposedly gay son [Ron 

Reagan] (Kramer 2003). 

Patrick Moore (2003) elucidates, by saying that it was also through ACT UP’s actions that 

people within their own communities were alienated. However, he says, “They were like rich 

queens who kind of didn’t want to be associated with anything naughty [..] So, who cares, 

really, if you alienate those people, because they weren’t doing anything anyway” (Moore 

2003). In this case, the political actions of individuals outweighed their shared identity as 

gay, especially when they were closeted (Juhasz 2003). 

While these tensions were apparent, they did not reach the same level of direct 

confrontation as with those who outright opposed the AIDS movement. Neil Broome (2004) 

describes the struggles of confronting opposing parties in the field. He describes them as 

“angry, drunk, crazy, [with] pick-up trucks, [and] rifles” (Broome 2004). The violence they 

were facing led to the sheriff of the town publicly denouncing these acts on television. Which 

was a win for ACT UP, because this media coverage not only described the stigmatized 

identity and the consequences of HIV/AIDS, but also makes very visible the forces that 

threaten the wellbeing and health of sexually marginalized communities. Neil Broome (2003) 

explains:  
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It was crazy. It was surreal. They had about two hundred people assembled, 

coming there in their trucks, surrounding us. And they were saying, wait until 

the cameras go off, we’re going to kill you. They were crazy [..] You had the 

juncture of two issues – gay and HIV, and it’s a real trigger for a lot people – 

especially when you combine HIV, AIDS and lot of misinformation, you get a 

lot of anger. 

The combination of two stigmatized identities – Gay and HIV-positive – amplified the angry 

response from their opponents, who Broome (2003) depicts “with tube tops, bad perms, and 

pasty skin.” Although AIDS is not a “gay disease”, these people were uncaring and violent 

against organizers because of their association with LGB identities and HIV stigma, 

highlighting how AIDS is indeed a gay problem (Gamson 1989). Broome (2003) 

operationalizes two opposing membership categories: “The Worst of Jerry Springer” and 

“People with HIV.” Further, this was specified through person referencing to “they, we,” and 

“I'm, us, you,” to communicate the emotional experience of fear and anger among activists in 

ACT UP. After death threats were made, the FBI had to intervene by escorting ACT UP 

organizers away in 15 cars (Broome 2004). In this instance, although activists opposed to 

ACT UP sought to disrupt and threaten their movement, they inadvertently developed a 

positive (if temporary) relationship between representatives of the state and PWHAs. 

Although the individuals opposing ACT UP were emboldened by the federal government’s 

repressive stance, it was also the federal government, that intervened to save ACT UP 

activists’ lives.  
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State Perceptions Conclusion: Care-Advocacy Paradox 

While ACT UP is known for taking an aggressively oppositional stance to the state, 

the state cannot neglect an immediate danger to public safety and risk negative publicity by 

allowing violent altercations between ACT UP activists and their opposition. This 

demonstrates how ACT UP utilized violence, and the threat of violence, in order to motivate 

the state to respond to the AIDS epidemic. At the beginning stages of the movement, state 

actors reinforced notions of social control, surveillance, and power over PWHAs. This was 

accomplished through a combination of ignoring the threat of AIDS, as well as instilling fear 

through intimidation and the threat of quarantine (Bordowtiz 2002). On one hand, ACT UP 

sought to achieve equality for PWHAs within the existing framework of citizenship that 

affords resources and opportunities to “suburban white boys” and other normatively 

recognized subjects (Fidelino 2004). This approach enabled groups such as the Treatment 

and Data Committee to conduct “pearl and tie” activism (Loftus 2003) with and through 

institutions like the FDA and NIH to advance life-saving treatments for PWHAs. However, 

the motivation of the state arose not from the respectable requests of these activists, but 

rather, the threat of violence and the oppositional claims made by street activists. This 

reflects what others have called hybrid movements that combine street protest and 

professionalized social movement tactics (Brown et al. 2004). Taken together, the data 

conceptualizes the care-advocacy paradox. Acting on behalf of a marginalized disease 

constituency necessitates courting between state actors and oppositional movements, such as 

ACT UP, resulting in both violence and access to power to advocate for PWHAs. In this 

context, the following section highlights the social movement organization’s strengths and 

victories as well as opportunities and pitfalls. 
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Successes and Failures 

ACT UP’s successes and failures were 

interpreted trough a social movement lens, using 

deductive codes from theoretical constructs (i.e. 

collective identity and resource mobilization), as 

well as from a grounded theory perspective. ACT 

UP was successful in forging collective identities 

for the AIDS movement and their own 

organization. They were also successful because 

of the resources that were available to their 

organization (e.g. funding, constituents, adherents, infrastructure, etc.). Their failures are 

defined by missed opportunities and conflicts, which emerged in grounded theory coding. 

The distribution of codes is shown in Table 4. While some of the codes are relatively 

uncommon, they are included because they help answer R2: How does ACT UP's successes 

and failures inform current opportunities to address current barriers within marginalized 

communities? (Outcomes) For example, within collective identity, the sub-themes of race 

and sexuality are focused to develop the analysis more broadly. 

Collective Identity 

 Organizers constructed collective identity through creating an environment that 

focused on sexuality, gender, and HIV/AIDS. Later on, ACT UP gave importance to race, 

however, this was not their primary concern and certainly not a consideration in the founding 

of ACT UP. The issues of identity work and conflict in the organization are concentrated on 

primarily, before focusing on the specific issues of sexual and racial identities.  

Table 4. Codes Addressing ACT UP’s 

Social Movement Dynamics 

Code n (%) 

Deductive  

Resource mobilization 35 (3.5%) 

Collective Identity 30 (3%) 

  

Grounded Theory  

HIV/AIDS 39 (3.9%) 

Sexuality 33 (3.3%) 

Change 22 (2.2%) 

Race 22 (2.2%) 

Disagreement 21 (2.1%) 

Culture 20 (2%) 

Disconnect 4 (.4%) 

Gender 4 (.4%) 

Total 230 (23%) 
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Identity Work and Conflict 

 Individuals were drawn to ACT UP for a variety of reasons. For instance, Alexandra 

Juhasz (2003) explains what attracted her to join the group:  

… imagine – I was 22 years old – growing up at this time – so, by the end I’m 

28 or something, I don’t know. You have a taste for imagining that things 

could change. You have a desire, I didn’t experience the ‘60’s – a desire for 

community and culture – counter-culture based upon another set of values. 

And then, it happens. And not only does it happen – in a certain sense, in 

some senses, it wins.  

Her desire for culture and community is what motivated her, and other young activists, to 

join the movement and work to build or revive a sense of counter culture by advocating for 

change (Juhasz 2003). Juhasz fetishizes the civil rights movement and wanting to participate 

in historical efforts led by everyday people. While many entered ACT UP with an eye for 

political, social, and medical change, for others, the group was primarily a space where they 

could be themselves. ACT UP held an open space for HIV/AIDS-positive individuals to 

express themselves and gain information. This was both a service for the community and a 

mechanism to accrue constituents and adherents, especially in the beginning. PWHAs needed 

this due to the stigma associated with HIV/AIDS, including being seen as a “gay disease.” 

Tom Kalin (2004) explains, “My God, I was in a room where people were talking about 

AIDS openly and were not just terrified and checking their glands – that there was this 

ferocious and angry energy that was going to do something [..] I just felt a sense of 

community.” In a context where the government and a majority of citizens did not 

understand HIV/AIDS, ACT UP created a vital space where folks can ask questions and be 
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vulnerable with people who will understand, rather than stigmatize. This need for community 

extended beyond those who were directly affected. Maxine Wolfe (2004) states: “There were 

people in that room who were infected. There were people in that room who had lovers who 

had died; people who had died. It was not an interesting political point. It was real.” This 

ultimately was a cause for collective identity construction where, she explains, “people were 

driven to do something.” Resistance to the epidemic, borne out of pain and loss, as well as 

action and determination, reinforced collective identity. While people were mobilized to 

enact change and be a part of the AIDS movement, there were also instances where leaders 

disagreed with each other and collective identities were threatened.  

Since there were a lot of passionate members and leaders of ACT UP, some people 

thought they knew what the “real issues” were and took it upon themselves to lead in a way 

that had divisive effects. Various interviewees pointed to how Larry Kramer was very 

dramatic with his theatrics. Ron Goldberg (2003) elaborates, “The 8th of June was Larry 

Kramer’s first farewell to ACT UP. [LAUGHS] We were going to hand it out with every 

meeting – his first farewell to the organization.” This is supported by Gregg Bordowitz’s 

(2002) comment about Kramer’s tendencies to leave. He explains, “The legend is Larry 

founded GMHC [Gay Men’s Health Crisis], and then it doesn't rise to his expectations of an 

activist group, so he forms ACT UP.” Similarly, Michael Nesline (2003) was disgruntled 

with how Kramer ran the meetings. He explains, “Larry Kramer jumps up and screams, you 

sissies – people are dying, and you're talking about t-shirts" (Nesline 2003). Karl Soehnlein 

(2003) explicates another similar example: 

I was facilitating a meeting, and there were 500 people, easily, in that room. It 

was packed, it was summer, it was hot. It was contentious, and I don’t 
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remember why. But Larry interrupted, screaming in the course of this 

contentious discussion and silenced whoever had been speaking, and silenced 

me, saying, “I can’t believe we’re talking about this! [..] People are dying, and 

you’re fussing over how to print the flyer – what to say on the flyer! [..] I’ll be 

in the corner if anybody wants to do anything.”  

Kramer, a leader within ACT UP, was outspoken and judged people for talking about the 

“wrong things.” This resulted in frustration among other leaders and members who wanted to 

move campaigns forward. Sometimes tensions would surface toward the end of meetings, 

causing a negative tone. Maxine Wolfe took it upon herself to reconstruct collective identity: 

Michael [Nesline] had ended the meeting, and I stood up on a chair, because I 

was so scared, and I said, “people, people, you have to listen for a minute, 

okay?” And Michael said, “the meeting is over,” and I said, “I don’t care.” 

And I just said, “I can’t believe that people are going to leave feeling this way, 

because this is so bad. This is so important that we do this work, and I would 

just say to people, go home and think about who the real enemy is, because 

we are not each other’s enemies.” 

This type of spontaneous leadership helped to sustain the organization’s collective identity by 

focusing on a larger, external set of “enemies” in order to smooth over internal conflict. In 

the next two sections, the dynamics of conflict and unity are depicted to illustrate how they 

function with respect to the identity categories, sexuality and race. 

Sexuality 

ACT UP actively constructed collective identity by breaking boundaries and 

transforming the public’s consciousness of queer identities. In terms of sexuality, ACT UP 
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constructed a positively affirming environment for LGBT identities. Anne-Christine 

d’Adesky (2003) described the subculture of Lesbians in ACT UP: they were “active in the 

world as open lesbians, who felt very comfortable in their sexuality, who didn't feel 

defensive in their sexuality” (d’Adesky 2003). Navigating sexuality in ACT UP was very 

freeing in being able to interact with other lesbians. Further, they were politicizing their 

sexual identity through action, not only in the context of ACT UP, but as Lesbians in the 

world. The key role played by this group makes sense, given the longstanding work of 

Lesbian feminists (Taylor 1995; see also Taylor and Whittier 1992). Even though lesbians 

were not always front and center in ACT UP, these collective identities helped to sustain and 

grow the movement, including by bridging AIDS advocacy with the women’s movement. 

For example, d-Adesky (2003) explains that the Lesbian subculture in ACT UP “allowed a 

lot of lesbians to go on from that kind of organizing and to” found groups “like the Lesbian 

Avengers or Queer Nation [..] as lesbians [..] there are so many people who have gone 

through ACT UP who are Lesbians who have taken critical roles in the epidemic.”  

The AIDS movement built from existing LGBT movement identity constructions, as 

well as transforming queer identities. Ann Northrop (2003) explains this in further detail: 

… my favorite story, actually, is from Gabriel Rotello who, several days after 

the action, talked to his mother in suburban Danbury, Connecticut, who said 

to him, “You know, my friends and I have been talking about this,” – as was 

the whole world, at that point – “and we’ve decided that before this 

demonstration, we thought gay people were sort of weak and wimpy. But 

now, we think gay people are strong and angry.” That was it, for me. That did 
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it. That was exactly what I wanted to accomplish, and I couldn’t have been 

happier. 

Northrop (2003) indicates that activists came together in a queer collective identity in order 

to change perceptions from stigmatized notions of weakness to militant and formidable 

through their actions. ACT UP members sought to not only change mainstream perceptions 

but also to empower LGBT people through erotic spaces.  

Aldo Hernandez (2003) provides an example of an erotic space at his club, Meat. This 

space was created to embrace sexuality among young men and at the same time control the 

situation through surveillance. He says it was a “small area that was – what we thought was 

an erotic space, because it wasn’t really for full-on sex, but – so if people want to make out 

or feel each other up, that they didn’t have to be in the bathroom or had to be odd” 

(Hernandez 2003). Some would also consider this to be voyeurism and it raised concerns 

because people thought that unprotected sex was happening. However, they didn't allow oral 

or anal sex at the club. Rather, they focused on exploration without stigma and encouraging 

safe-sex practices outside of the club. This overall sex-positive culture was vaguely described 

by some respondents. At the end of Kendall Thomas’ (2003) interview he states, “the sex 

positive, gay affirmative, politically empowering force that was in that room and that were in 

the streets of New York or DC at ACT UP actions – I do feel it saved my life. And there was 

some great sex that came out of it, too.” Gregg Bordowitz (2002) extends this statement: 

There [was] all kinds of cruising going on, on the sides, and eye catching, and 

chattiness. There was an energy in the group that was amazing, because it was 

filled with people who had ideas, filled with people who had energies, filled 

with a kind of erotic energy. And all that came together. It was in some ways 
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like a bazaar of desires. So, it was amazing that anything got done. An 

enormous amount got done. 

Erotic spaces contributed to the movement’s collective identity and the larger goal to 

advocate for sexual minorities and all PWHAs. ACT UP was sustained by and contributed to 

the construction of queer identities (Gould 2002). Race also played a role in collective 

identity; however, the scant discussion of race revealed the underrepresentation of ethno-

racial minorities, their issues, and racism within the organization (Gould 2012). 

Racialized Collective Identity 

The relative lack of codes related to race point to the striking reality of marginalized 

communities that continue to be underserved. Although racism was widely present among 

ACT UP, the labor of organizers of color demonstrates the important (if inadequate) efforts 

within the SMO to address issues of race and racism (Gould 2012). The predominant 

narrative within ACT UP reflected the perspectives of its privileged leaders, who sought to 

combat the epidemic as a category of all people with HIV/AIDS, neglecting intersecting 

categories of race, gender, and class (Gould 2012). This demonstrates the limitations of 

simple conceptions of “disease constituents,” and broad definitions of collective identity 

(Epstein 2016; Einwohner, Reger, and Myers 2008; Luna 2017). The following narratives 

about race should be considered as lessons learned and used to inform opportunities for 

amplifying advocacy strategies for marginalized communities. Like the Gay Men’s Health 

Crisis (GMHC), ACT UP was founded by primarily white men (Bordowitz 2002). Some of 

the respondents who were visibly non-white highlighted the issues and tensions that existed 

in ACT UP between the racial majority and minority constituents. Jose Fidelino (2004) says, 

“asking the government to take care of you is not empowerment. And that’s what a lot of 
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people in ACT UP, that was their goal. They were, they wanted the government to take care 

of them, as the government takes care of any suburban white person.” The racial privilege of 

many of ACT UP’s constituents shaped the group’s priorities, and the minority members 

worked to amplify their voices and distinct experiences of people of color with HIV/AIDS 

(POCWHAs). As Robert Vazquez-Pacheco (2002) describes, “I was only one of a couple of 

people of color in ACT UP at that time [..] there was just a handful of us. We started the 

Majority Action Committee.” When asked how that happened, he recalled:  

It was 400 white people in the room, and I would see one black man and one 

Mexican man over there. So, we saw each other. We stood out, as my 

grandmother would say, like a fly in a glass of milk. We started talking to 

each other because we realized that. And Ortez, I remember, would get up. If 

you recall, he would just get up in front of the room and start talking about the 

issues of people of color all the time and haranguing the room about the issues 

of people of color (Vazquez-Pacheco 2002). 

Majority Action formed to create a collective identity among the small group of POC 

involved with ACT UP. Vazquez-Pacheco (2002) explains, “Majority Action started off with 

the need for the very few people of color to come together and do work around the issues that 

were affecting people of color, and how the epidemic was different in communities of color.” 

Since minority issues were different than the majority constituency in ACT UP, they formed 

a different branch of leadership to help advocate for POC. Creating a sub-division of ACT 

UP exclusively for POC constructed collective identity through boundary making. However, 

Jose Fidelino (2004) articulated that Majority Action didn't really have many independent 

actions, that it was more about recruitment of POC to discuss issues that “were not being 
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discussed, or even thought of or focused on, in the main group.” He referred to Majority 

Action as a “conscience of ACT UP” to try and “keep the group’s focus on the issue of 

people who were not suburban white boys” (Fidelino 2004). Ultimately, this racialized 

collective identity, sustained by POC, led to additional recruitment of minority members and 

the expansion of ACT UP chapters.  

The focus on POC issues helped bridge the collective identity forged within ACT UP 

with activists in Puerto Rico. Moisés Agosto (2002), member of the Latino Caucus and the 

Spanish Communication Committee, describes how activists used expressions of collective 

identity to mobilize potential members from bars. He says: 

We went with the “Silence equals Death” sticker, the Spanish one. And you 

know, we would go with our ACT UP outfits—little, short jeans and boots—

and go to people, smile, and put a sticker on their chest. They would go, 

“What’s this?” “Oh, you want to know?” We would say, “Come to this 

meeting.” It was amazing, because then the other people came—the other 

ACT UP members, other Latinos, and also non-Latino members (Agosto 

2002).  

Within about two weeks, they had recruited about 200 people to spark mobilization for the 

AIDS movement in Puerto Rico. This ultimately resulted in an ACT UP chapter, which was 

later transformed into an independent organization to meet Puerto Rican constituents’ needs. 

Although the lack of interviewees’ discussion of race points to an opportunity for including 

more minority constituents in leadership and decision-making positions, the work of POC to 

forge racialized collective identities within ACT UP contributed to the organization’s 

successes. Further success is explained through ACT UP’s resources for mobilization. 
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Resource Mobilization 

 ACT UP organizers described how they successfully used resources to mobilize and 

organize actions. Like most movements, they relied on a combination of self-production, 

material, and human resources from both internal and external sources (Edwards and Gillham 

2013). For instance, Eric Sawyer (2004) described the resource necessary for the action in 

front of the HPD: his pick-up truck to collect the furniture, the furniture itself (e.g. sofas, 

TVs, chairs, stoves, etc.), and the basement storage in a few buildings that he owned on 

Manhattan Avenue (Sawyer 2004). ACT UP’s constituents used the resources within their 

reach to make actions happen (e.g., Eric Sawyer’s property). Mary Dorman (2003) refers to 

the resources of ACT UP as incredible. For actions involving potential arrests, legal 

organizers were prepared with $10,000 cash for bail outs. The leadership of their legal team 

was very effective in protecting ACT UP’s monetary resources from being tracked. Dorman 

(2003) explains, “We’d make every bail argument, and then there’d be bail, and then we 

would clear it up at the end, so they never knew how much money we had.” 

Further, their human resources contributed to their success. Ming-Yuen Ma (2003) 

elaborates, “… I realize – that ACT UP has the access to do it because it is this group of very 

privileged people. That it can do that – I mean, if ACT UP was a predominantly black 

working-class group at that time in history, I don’t think that the [..] outcome would have 

been the same.” The social advantages of ACT UP’s members helped them to self-produce 

resources, including by creating media that captured attention. Maria Maggenti (2003) 

explicates:  

We had these big buttons made up that said, Lesbians for Bush, and they were 

huge. So, it said, Lesbians for BUSH – really big. [..] And, only in New York 
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– people started to gather and say, hey, what are you giving away? Is there 

somebody giving away something? And so, I looked over and I said, well, it 

says Lesbians for – I’ll take it. Is it free? We were besieged with people who 

wanted Lesbians for Bush pins because they were free.  

The buttons indicated that George W. Bush Sr. has lesbians that are rooting for him, albeit 

sarcastically, but nonetheless, Lesbians for BUSH implied that sexual minorities were a part 

of the Republican party. The public found out they had these pins, and everybody wanted one 

because they were free. By using creative messaging, ACT UP organizers sparked interest 

among the public, allowing them to spread propaganda. Of course, cultural production is not 

free, and ACT UP took advantage of resources provided from external resources to help fund 

and maintain their advocacy. 

 An interviewee, Ann Philbin (2003) discusses the relationship between ACT UP and 

their adherents from the art community. Her experience as a director of a cultural institution 

was one that she considers to be an activist role. She says, “it was the job of a cultural 

institution to actually do this, to actually be involved in an activist community” (Philbin 

2003). She explains her contributions by saying, “I knew how to raise money [..] and we 

raised a million dollars one night” and on top of that, the owner of the Guggenheim building 

in SoHo gave them that building (Philbin 2003). These activists quickly mobilized this 

community with all they could find. This depended on pre-existing relationships held by 

ACT UP’s members. Agosto (2002) gives one example of this: “I called a friend who rented 

condominiums, and said, ‘Could you really help me with this?’ He gave us a very cheap deal 

and we put everybody in one apartment [..] and would have meetings in the houses of people 
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we would meet.” It helped that they had established a minimal presence in the bar 

community before as well.  

Successes and Failures Conclusion 

ACT UP’s success and failures were related to their ups and down in collective 

identity construction as well as their savviness in attaining and operationalizing resources for 

mobilization. The organization created boundaries based on categories among its 

constituency, allowing for diverse participation, while also centering the urgency of direct 

action and the need to respond to the AID epidemic (Gould 2009; Taylor and Whittier 1992). 

This was a very complicated time for young activists constructing queer identities. In order to 

encourage exploration and identity fulfillment, organizers created erotic spaces that 

emphasized safe sex practices and limited sexual exploration in public spaces. While much 

has been said about the relationship between the LGBT movement, queer identities, and 

AIDS activism, the data points to a strong opportunity for understanding the role of a 

racialized collective identity. As has been documented, ACT UP was founded primarily by 

white gay men, and its strategies and aims reflect the interests of this community (Gamson 

1989, 1995; Gould 2012). However, strong resistance and perseverance was demonstrated by 

the organizers of colors who operated within this predominantly white space in order to forge 

ethno-racial enclaves that could respond to the distinct issues facing POCWHAs. This 

enabled expansion into distinct spaces, as seen in the discussion of ACT UP Puerto Rico. 

However, the racialized collective identity of ACT UP continued to center the whiteness (and 

masculinity) of early organizers, because leaders of color largely affirmed serving as a 

conscience to the majority constituents of ACT UP. As noted by Ma (2003), the relative 

racial privilege of ACT UP organizers was crucial in gaining resources and alliances from 
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elite supporters. As well, it allowed the group different types of access to the state, and 

modes through which to resist the state. The following section provides more depth on the 

advocacy strategies engaged by ACT UP and how this group garnered attention and support 

for PWHAs. 

ACT UP Advocacy Strategies 

In an era, where being HIV-positive was a death 

sentence, ACT UP interviewees found a sense of power 

to advocate for PWHAs through their actions, 

education, and leadership. The specific themes that 

emerged from grounded theory coding and were 

relevant to R3 are summarized in Table 5. These codes 

were often used in tandem throughout interviewees’ excerpted responses, for example: 

performance and publicity were often intertwined with action; and medicinal knowledge is 

inherently related to education. The interviewees described educating themselves and 

learning from each other, creating a space not only for intellectual growth but for oral 

tradition and intergenerational learning as well. ACT UP garnered attention for PWHAs by 

training each other about tactical repertoires for actions, keeping themselves and the public 

informed on issues pertinent to communities living with HIV/AIDS, and by applying studied 

medical, legal, and governmental knowledge to their advocacy strategies. 

Actions 

They had a bold approach to demonstrations that worked in their favor most of the 

time. As described by one interviewee, MaxZine Weinstein (2004), “ACT UP had […] that 

kind of in your face, we’re going to be out, we’re going to be loud, [actions] that affected a 

Table 5. Codes Addressing  

ACT UP Advocacy Strategies 

Code n (%) 

Grounded Theory  

Action 109 (10.9%) 

Leadership 91 (9.1%) 

Education 73 (7.3%) 

Publicity 69 (6.9%) 

Performance 38 (3.8%) 

Medicine 8 (.8%) 

Total 388 (38.8%) 
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lot of movements.” ACT UP was notorious for militant and performative “street theater” 

actions (Sawyer 2004), oftentimes with a goal of visibility. Actions such as Stop the Church, 

Gay Pride, and political funerals made the issues within HIV/AIDS afflicted communities, 

and other civil rights issues, relevant to a general public (Nancy Stoller 1998). James Wagner 

(2004) remembered an action that involved the “dramatic” veiling of the Statue of Liberty. 

As seen in Figure 5, activists covered both the face and base of Lady Liberty with banners 

that read “Abortion is Healthcare / Healthcare is a Right.” This was an action that 

emphasized visibility and required substantial preparation. They educated themselves on how 

the Statue of Liberty’s windows opened, and how to attract media attention before the state 

removed the veils.  

In regard to media publicity, Maxine Wolfe (2004) remarked, “I liked that people 

were not afraid of the media,” and that folks, “actually believed that it was good to be 

covered by the mainstream media,” to get the, “message across.” Although some organizers 

were skeptical of mainstream media, activists like Karin Timour (2003), pointed out the way 

it helped to achieve results. Timour first had to learn how to write a press release, so that 

“Good Morning America” would cover an insurance hearing 

that ACT UP was going to be demonstrating at. In this action, 

they let down a banner that read “insurance discrimination 

kills people with AIDS,” behind Empire (Blue Cross). She 

explains, “Empire had to give their testimony to all the 

television cameras and the print media in front of the banner 

that read, ‘Insurance Discrimination Kills People with AIDS’” 

(Timour 2003). ACT UP’s effective publicity skills gained 

Figure 5. Liberty Island ‘91  

(Meryl Levin 1991) 
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them a reputation that the media wanted to be a part of. Michelangelo Signorile (2003) 

explains: “many more reporters wanted to have a contact in ACT UP, or with ACT UP.” 

Publicity was an important component of their advocacy strategy. Activist made choices 

about how to reach a wide audience through the mainstream media’s existing infrastructure. 

Jamie Leo (2003) pointed out that the most important thing for the mainstream media was to 

“get the sound byte in.” Ann Northrop (2003) further elaborates, as she focuses more about 

the reach that was impactful, rather than the message. For instance, the demonstration, “Stop 

the Church” was on the covers of newspapers all over the world.  

 The majority of their actions involved publicity, garnered by their reputation for over-

the-top performances. Eric Sawyer (2004) was part of the Housing Committee and he 

describes the actions that were deployed by them as “fun actions, in the creative, street 

theater tradition of ACT UP.” The creativity of organizers helped to hold the media’s 

attention to ensure a wide reach. The action against the Division of AIDS Services (DAS) 

was set up in front of Housing Prevention and Development (HPD) offices, where they 

facilitated housing for homeless people with AIDS. The activists chained themselves to the 

furniture to capture publicity. Sawyer (2004) explains, “by chaining ourselves to all of this 

furniture basically ensured that it would take the five and six o’clock news hours for them to 

get us free from all the furniture that we had collected.” They were out there until the director 

was “embarrassed” enough to establish meetings with them. This was also possible because 

of inside eyes: the gay and lesbian staff that worked for the director would let ACT UP 

activists know his weak spots and what his level of flexibility was (Braverman 2003). 

Steve Quester (2004) describes how the combination of publicity and performance 

came together through strategic planning in his excerpt detailing an action that involved 
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dropping a banner from the roof of the restaurant at Saks Fifth Avenue. The banner read 

“Condoms Save Lives” and was timed so that the Pope would publicly see. ACT UP activists 

asked a waiter to show them how the windows worked, innocently gaining intel from 

external sources. In another area of the restaurant, the activists from Action Tours performed 

to distract the staff from preparing the banner drop. Quester (2004) further explains:  

On the day of, we contrived to get that table by the windows – I don't really 

remember how, but we had some cockamamie story. But, there were members 

of Action Tours [an affinity group within ACT UP] all over that restaurant. It 

was like, I think, three or four tables. One was a big birthday party. Karen’s 

mother was there, and someone’s sister was there pretending to be this 

woman’s daughter. And, it was her birthday, so they made all the waiters 

come over and sing “Happy Birthday,” so the waiters wouldn’t be there to 

stop us from going out the window. At another table, the guy – who’s name I 

can’t remember, but he was the Santa Claus from Macy’s who got fired for 

being HIV-positive – he was there, with another activist who was pretending 

to be his daughter, and they pretended to have a fight and even broke a plate 

and stomped away and caused a big distraction over there. 

This strategy depended on strategically disrupting public space, including by “pretending” 

and using “cockamamie” stories to distract local gatekeepers, such as the wait-staff who 

might be pressured to maintain order. Similarly, another interviewee, Jean Carlomusto 

(2002), voiced, “I had gone through so many different events where people – it was just the 

same modality: performer/audience. And here, all of the boundaries were erased.” The goal 

to disrupt routine helped them garner attention for an otherwise invisible issue. As seen in 
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Figure 6, it was on the cover of The New York Times, but it 

also garnered negative attention, especially by the police.  

 Activists disrupted boundaries between public and 

private by staging extremely public political funerals, which 

included processions in Washington D.C. Russel Pritchard 

(2003) explained the purpose of political funerals as presenting 

“to these people [Republicans/politicians] who were not doing 

anything. Here is a loved member of our family who has died; 

we want to show you. This is his body – and you killed him.” 

While death is typically considered a private matter, these actions sought to hold the 

government accountable for their negligence in responding to the AIDS epidemic. Joy 

Episalla (2003) explains the message ACT UP wanted to send: “This is a terrible crime that 

you [the government] are letting go on, day in and day out, and you’re not paying any 

attention.” The police attempted to quell the demonstration, escalating tension with activists. 

Episalla (2003) describes the feelings in the air that day:  

Those motherfuckers aren’t going to let us do this? They had the nerve. And 

that’s what we felt. [..] we were calling all these people – ‘Who knew who in 

the White House?’ [..] They [state officials] tried to make deals with us [..] 

Then we just said fuck it, so we opened the back doors, and we start to take 

Tim out. That’s the picture that was in the papers (Episalla 2003).  

As seen in Figure 7, on the next page, there were state officials actively trying to prevent a 

dead man's body from coming out of a van for a political funeral procession which had 

already been approved to happen. In anticipation that the police and other state officials 

Figure 6. “Stop the 

Church” in NY Times 

from New York public 

Library 1989 
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would not want this to be more public than it already was, activists brought fliers to throw to 

people who were gathering, so they could find out what was going on there.  

 

Publicity was the most common strategy described in the interviews. This was 

important because it was the primary source for many in the general public for what was 

happening in the realm of HIV/AIDS. Aside from performance, interviewees described using 

civil disobedience as a method to, as Amy Bauer (2004) states, “change peoples’ minds.” She 

says that people can “change if they want to change, or they can change because they have to 

change” (Bauer 2004). Activists were willing to put themselves on the line to make people 

change their minds about the issues they were fighting for. Bauer (2004) explains:  

…that’s where civil disobedience, I think, really comes in – is to either make 

it impossible for them to do what they’re doing and not change, or to make 

them really have to face you face to face [..] it makes people understand the 

seriousness of what you're doing. 

Civil disobedience was used to get close to the group’s targets, including by taking over 

people’s offices and blocking traffic. These were paired with other tactics that were less 

disruptive. Vincent Gagliostro (2005), from the Treatment and Data committee, described 

Figure 7. Political Funerals; Washington D.C., 

July 1, 1993 (James Wentzy 1993) 
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how they met with institutional insiders to advance clear, but limited goals, such as lowering 

the price of specific treatments. Activists like Karen Moulding (2004) demonstrates how civil 

disobedience was coordinated:  

… we plan to break a really low law in order to promote a higher, moral 

cause. And in that case, I think planned civil disobedience like that, that even 

the police know about – that’s kind of different [..] I don’t ever remember a 

discussion in ACT UP about the unfair trespass laws, or the unfair disorderly 

conduct laws. They’re just silly little laws.  

Movement activists wanted to get the issues facing PWHAs noticed and acted upon, so they 

broke laws that they considered unfair or inconsequential. Moulding (2004) explicates, “this 

is about press and attention to this greater issue.” She describes ACT UP as “very 

disciplined,” which was accomplished through pre-action meetings and non-violent trainings 

developed with the support of affinity groups. Legal knowledge was a powerful asset to ACT 

UP in being able to advocate through attention-grabbing actions using performative tactics. 

The following section emphasizes how ACT UP organizers used education as a way to gain 

strategic advantages over their opponents and to better advocate for their constituents. 

Education 

Dudley Saunders (2003), explained that education was necessary because PWHAs 

lacking medical knowledge had to believe institutions such as the FDA and NIH. In order to 

advocate within these institutions of power, he, and others, learned “the science” and became 

fluent in medical and pharmaceutical language. This was a common tactic used throughout 

ACT UP. Organizers highlight how they taught themselves certain things to be able to 

advocate for their constituencies and communities. Rick Loftus (2003) explains, “we 
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educated ourselves and we didn't even realize how unusual we [members of the Treatment 

and Data Committee] were.” The level of self-education among lay persons in ACT UP was 

so pronounced that they were recognized by government agencies, like the CDC. Loftus 

(2003) says members “would go to conferences and [..] poets would be offered jobs as 

epidemiologists with the CDC, it was really amusing.” Specialized knowledge was also 

useful for advocating to privately run healthcare companies. For instance, Loftus used the 

knowledge he had gained to facilitate a meeting with a biotech company, Biotechnology 

General, that had discontinued treatment for some of ACT UP’s clients without an 

explanation. Using ACT UP’s public reputation as leverage, Loftus (2003) called the drug 

company and declared:  

So, here's the deal – you either come and have a meeting with these nice 

doctors and explain to them why you can no longer sponsor the study, and we 

work something out, or I’m going to bring a gang of green-haired yahoos and 

a Channel 7 News team to the front gates of your company, and you're not 

going to like the publicity. 

This prompted a meeting with hospital representatives and drug company officials, resulting 

in the patients involved in the discontinued treatment to continue in a new study. At this 

point in time, Rick Loftus was a lay person whose authority came from what he has taught 

himself and learned from others in ACT UP. He attributes the credit to ACT UP when he was 

asked how he knew so much about medicine: “Because I've studied, and I’ve learned a lot 

from people with AIDS. That’s who taught me. That’s my school. Those are my professors" 

(Loftus 2003). PWHA advocates in ACT UP taught each a breadth of medical, 
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pharmaceutical, and legal knowledge in order to engage a wide and responsive range of 

advocacy tactics.  

Larry Kramer (2003) attributes the success of ACT UP’s advocacy to develop 

accessible treatments for PWHAs to the knowledge/education dynamic within the ACT UP 

circle:  

I have no doubt in my mind. Those fucking drugs are out there because of 

ACT UP. And that’s our greatest, greatest achievement [..] From that day Iris 

Long came in and started teaching the pharmacology of everything – whatever 

was known – or what little was known about the virus – through all of that. 

We had guys teaching us civil disobedience… how to lie down in the street 

and let your body go limp [..] We taught ourselves everything. 

Andrew Miller (2004) describes the way that education/knowledge was handled by ACT UP 

and how they were trained to do what they do. Miller explains, “the way ACT UP handled 

knowledge was very graceful and very beautiful, and in a completely kind of hands-on oral 

tradition,” how, “people who had been through it before took it upon themselves to prepare 

the next generation.” So, it resembles an “oral tradition” in that experienced persons would 

sit “down with a new group of people, who were going to have to face the same situation and 

told them what to expect. [..] And then were there with them [..] to make sure that everything 

went okay” (Miller 2004). As noted by Kramer (2003), this included both specialized 

knowledge about HIV/AIDS and the cutting edge medical treatments available, as well as 

advocacy tactics such as civil disobedience Not only did the veterans teach newcomers, they 

held themselves accountable by going to the new group’s first action to see them through it, 

and then the cycle continued. In addition to using their activist networks to discover new 
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information and strategies, ACT UP organizers also took advantage of their external 

networks to educate themselves on valuable intel to support their actions and demonstrations. 

  Gregg Gonsalves (2004) describes how he worked with his contact at the National 

Institutes of Health (NIH) to get critical inside information on the clinical trial Multicenter 

AIDS Cohort Study: 

I remember this guy, Sten Vermund [..] who used to be at the NIH [..] I said, 

‘Why don’t you analyze your cohort studies, to see if this is true?’ And all of a 

sudden, all of these pages came through the fax machine at night. It was the 

administrative office, so I could see it spilling out and I picked it up, and it 

showed that in the Multicenter AIDS Cohort Study, there was this small 

cohort of people who – ten, eleven years – who’d been infected early in the 

‘80s, who were doing fine, and had really high T-cells, and their rate of 

decline was really slow. 

This information was useful for the Treatment and Data Committee to help advocate for 

PWHAs who were removed from treatment without an explanation. David Kirschenbaum 

(2003) further argues how access to external networks that provided information allowed 

ACT UP to better advocate for their constituents. An entity by the name of Aids Treatment 

Registries (ATR) was supposed to share information with ACT UP to help get their clients 

into trials. However, there was one person, Mark Milano, who did not want Kirschenbaum to 

have a copy of the protocol for the AIDS clinical trial, ACTG-076, because “it would 

compromise his information gathering for the directory” (Kirschenbaum 2003). This NIH-

sponsored AIDS clinical trial demonstrated that the risk of perinatal transmission of HIV 

could be reduced by as much as two-thirds (from 25% to 8%) by giving HIV-positive 
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pregnant women AZT (NIH 1997). Kirschenbaum obtained access to the protocol due to his 

proximity to the ATR leadership. He states, “I eventually did get it through ATR – through 

the executive director – and through the Board, as well, which I was a member of” 

(Kirschenbaum 2003). These examples show just some of the ways that ACT UP activists 

capitalized on their networks to advocate for their constituents. Similarly, ACT UP 

organizers gained and deployed legal knowledge to defend their constituents that had been 

detained for court trials.  

 Mary Dorman’s (2003) knowledge of criminal rights was astounding. Her breadth of 

legal knowledge and willingness to fight for justice allowed her to effectively advocate for 

her clients. She states: 

… we had to go back, to take people charged with felonies, or people who 

would not take Adjournments in Contemplation of Dismissal. That was a big 

thing. If people had never been arrested before. they could take this 

Adjournment in Contemplation of Dismissal; the misdemeanor charge or 

violation would be adjourned for six months. If they weren't arrested again, it 

would be sealed and dismissed, as though they had no record. 

Her education was effective because she could use legal knowledge to confront the judicial 

power of the appointed judge. This helped to decrease the long-term costs of activism among 

ACT UP members. Dorman talked about how the court respected them for being so 

“professional.” However, this was an understatement because the same judge and court room 

was wildly inappropriate in their decorum towards her clients and disrespectful towards the 

attorneys. The court officers were reported to have been wearing gloves because of their 

perceived status as HIV-positive. This really made Dorman mad. She states, “people in 
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positions of authority [are] so ignorant and so scared,” alluding to the opposition as 

uneducated, and positioning this lack of education as driving their “phobia and the fear that 

incites the cruelty and the need to disparage” (Dorman 2003). The wearing of rubber gloves 

by state authorities was an act of social control and power, and through their performance, 

they actively stigmatized her clients as “pariah and untouchables” (Dorman 2003). However, 

Dorman used her legal knowledge to effectively combat against this phobic and stigma-

driven action in the court room: 

I'd observed court officers wearing gloves when my clients were present. And 

it was my obligation to advise my clients that I’d perceived that to be a 

violation of the law – that they were being disparately treated because they 

were perceived to be disabled. And that was the highest officer in the court, 

and I would have to advise them to make their complaints against him, 

because he could order the gloves taken off, and he should know that it was 

against their rights to have court officers in the court room wear rubber gloves 

(Dorman 2003). 

This resulted in the judge leaving the courtroom in anger and the collective chant: “ACT UP! 

Fight Back! Fight AIDS!” by their members of ACT UP who were present. In addition to 

using education to develop knowledge resources, ACT UP organizers also spread knowledge 

by educating the general public through culturally-adapted safe sex education. 

 Lei Chou (2003) highlighted his experience with building safe sex education 

programs for Asian-American students. A part of ACT UP’s collective mission was to have 

workshops around safe sex education to help prevent HIV. He explains, “We worked up a 

curriculum and did safer sex education things to any groups that wanted to invite us” (Chou 
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2003). These advocacy methods met at risk groups where they were at. The example he gave 

was a safe sex education workshop at a middle school in Chinatown. This workshop used 

visual tools for performance and also made it culturally relevant to the audiences they were 

presenting for. Chou (2003) explains, “... so we went and brought out the bananas and the 

condoms and a whole big show and tell, and we had somebody do it Cantonese, and 

somebody doing it in English, somebody doing it in Mandarin.” Although there are strong 

advocates for comprehensive sex education reform (Constantine, Jerman, and Huang 2007), 

many students do not have access to comprehensive sex education, especially among non-

English speaking communities. Providing culturally relevant contexts for the audience is a 

strategy to engage with the audiences and meet them where they are at (Ladson‐Billings 

1995). This was not only organized by ACT UP members, but also was a collaborative effort 

with the school’s teachers. HIV prevention was and still is an important advocacy strategy to 

end the AIDS epidemic. In sum, education does not only account for what we know, but also 

provides opportunities to develop new knowledge. ACT UP worked to build community-

centered knowledge about HIV/AIDS as a component of their direct-action strategies, as 

demonstrated by Mary Dorman, Gregg Gonsalves, David Kirschenbaum, and Lei Chou. 

These organizers were emboldened as leaders to face the epidemic and advocate for their 

constituents. In the following section, leadership and its importance for continuing advocacy 

that garners attention and resources for PWHAs is further expanded.  

Leadership 

 ACT UP organizers described their organization’s leadership through talk of formal 

leadership positions, committees, and sub-committees. Informal leadership was also evident 

in the way some took initiative to act on their own. Sandy Katz (2004) describes his initiative 
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as an outside activist of ACT UP. Situations would arise where activists like himself would 

make public actions. For example, Ronald Reagan was at the New School and Katz (2004) 

shouted “Murderer!” at him in front of a big crowd. Interviewees portrayed Ronald Reagan’s 

administration as having “blood on their hands” for government inaction in addressing the 

epidemic. While formal leadership was important, it was also spread out through different 

committees and sub-committees. Ron Goldberg (2003) lists the committees through his self-

documented chronological account of ACT UP: 

March 12th was the first meeting of ACT UP. This was before I was there, 

before I got in the room. March 14th, I believe Outreach and Strategy – which 

was the Education Committee – was formed. So, I guess that was one of the 

first committees. [..] The Steering Committee was formed on the 31st of 

March, to look at specific demands and fashion an agenda. Policy Committee 

– which was re-named the Issues Committee – was April 7th. [..] The 

Coordinating Committee proposal was also on the 27th, and the formation of 

the Media Committee with Frank O’Dowd – was also the 27th. The 

Coordinating Committee was approved on the 4th. On the 18th, at-large reps 

were elected – Eric Sawyer and Avram Finkelstein [..]The Reagan Executive 

Order, establishing the Presidential Commission on the HIV Committee was 

the 24th of June. [..] The Zap Committee came into life the 13th of July. I 

think my first Logistics Committee meeting was the 19th of July [..] The 

ACT UP March on Washington sub-committee was born [..] on August 

3rd. August 4th was the Northwest Orient zap, which was because there was 

something about throwing people with AIDS off the plane. [..] The 10th of 
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August was the proposal for the town meeting which we were going to have. 

It passes unanimously. ACT UP New Jersey begins meetings on the 13th of 

August. The 17th was the court date for the Federal Plaza arrestees. The 24th, 

Logistics makes a proposal for the D.C. commission action. And it goes on 

(Golbderg 2003, emphasis added). 

His account captures a narrative of how these committees came to be and some resulting 

actions after their inception. The urgency felt by activists prompted the construction of 

different branches of leadership. Within these, many different formal leaders helped 

coordinate actions and kept members organized. Drew Hopkins (2014) refers to his role as 

“Media Coordinator” in ACT UP. In this position, he was the primary contact with the press 

whenever there was an action. He further explains that as a formal leader (i.e., with a title), 

he was placed on the Coordination Committee: 

I was nominated [for] media coordinator. Which put me on the Coordinating 

Committee, with all the really early founders [..] those were raucous meetings, 

that were, where you really see, you know, if you’ve ever been involved in 

any kind of grassroots activism, you see similar patterns [..] where [..] it just 

becomes a cat-fight, on one level; but, ultimately, stuff gets done. And actions 

would be agreed upon.  

Having multiple leaders prompted tension and situations ending in “a cat fight”, but also 

allowed for high levels of productivity. This was due, in part, to the relative autonomy of 

different committees. 

For instance, the Treatment and Data Committee met every week and worked on 

getting treatment and data for PWHAs. They also educated themselves about the Food and 
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Drug Administration (FDA), including their role in the federal government’s regulation of 

drugs and how to widen access to experimental treatments for PWHAs (Long 2003). Mark 

Harrington (2003) describes a subcommittee of the Treatment and Data Committee, the 

pathogenesis group. One of the goals of the pathogenesis group was to get the NIH to “put 

more money into basic science,” because people were still dying while on the trials for 

existing medications. Through the persistence of this group, the NIH was able to discover the 

role of genetic factors that decrease the risk of transmission for HIV (Harrington 2003). This 

was only one committee of ACT UP that used their leadership skills to advocate and garner 

attention for PWHAs.  

Advocacy Strategies Conclusion 

The interviews highlight how formal leaders coordinated and sustained the 

organization’s system of committees and membership. As well, informal leadership styles 

enabled activists to effectively advocate for PWHAs by identifying opportunities for action 

outside of planned demonstrations, and through meetings with state actors. This fits with 

Robnett’s (1997) description of “bridge leadership,” as emerging among those who are 

unbound by the priorities and commitments of organizational structure. This data contributes 

to the literature on social movement leadership by demonstrating how a SMO can quickly 

fulfill the multiple roles of a social movement sector by elevating informal leaders into 

formal leadership positions. In ACT UP, this was accomplished through the formation of 

committees and sub-committees that could act relatively autonomously, under the loosely 

unified banner of the organization. Through analysis of organizers’ interviews, education 

emerged as a primary resource for sustained and effective direct action. Organizers would 

educate themselves and each other to strategically target multiple institutions, such as the 
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FDA (Epstein 2016) and the Catholic church. Activists not only learned specialized 

knowledge about medical, legal, and pharmaceutical processes, but also tactical repertoires 

that utilized creative, “in-your-face” street theater operating on the edge of the law to 

provoke publicity and educate public audiences. This worked to hold the state accountable 

through shaming the government for its negligent response to the epidemic, resulting in both 

symbolically and physically violent altercations between organizers and representatives of 

the state. At the same time, activists from other committees developed collaborative 

relationships with affinity groups to motivate and inspire state actors to work on behalf of 

PWHAs. This complex combination of direct action and diverse knowledge enabled ACT UP 

to succeed in achieving many of their goals.  
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Discussion 

This thesis contributes to the broader field of sociology and literature on the social 

movement organization, ACT UP, by developing a new conceptual framework for 

understanding advocacy: the care-advocacy paradox. Although organizers were met with 

extreme violence from conservative groups and state actors while seeking support and 

resources for PWHAs, they were able to successfully garner attention and power to facilitate 

treatment of those infected with AIDS. The research process was driven by asking three 

questions 1) How do ACT UP organizers perceive and understand their relationship with the 

state? 2) How does ACT UP’s successes and failures inform current opportunities to address 

current barriers within marginalized communities? and 3) How do the organizers describe 

their strategies for garnering attention and resources for people living with HIV/AIDS? 

Results show the complicated relationship between movement activists and multi-sited 

institutions. One that cannot be simply defined as either oppositional or supportive, but rather 

as a dialectical process in which activists embrace state support; while at the same time 

deploying contentious politics—that leads to state violence—and further action until 

resources are distributed to disease constituencies.  

In response to the first research question, ACT UP organizers’ perceptions of the state 

were forged within currents of institutional domination (Foucault 1975; Habermas 1964; 

Marcuse 1962) to bring about the care-advocacy paradox. Organizers perceived the state to 

be violent, repressive, and oppositional to the AIDS movement (Earl 2003). Many 

interviewees narrated accounts of violent confrontations and how the state exercised control 

and surveillance through their actions and repressive ideologies. Not only were state officials, 

like the police, violent towards organizers, the state emboldened conservatives who opposed 
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ACT UP. Because stigma creates fear, as well as politicizes its subject (Goffman 1963), 

misinformation over HIV/AIDS caused a lot of anger to spur violence against PWHAs by 

homophobic communities, like in Arcadia, FL (Broome 2004). This is explained through the 

care-advocacy paradox: ACT UP organizers were calling for attention from the government 

to respond to AIDS urgently by providing resources to combat the epidemic, while actively 

denouncing and resisting the state for their negligent stance and violent suppression tactics.  

 Regarding the second research question, opportunities to address current barriers 

within marginalized communities were demonstrated by the successes and failures of ACT 

UP’s collective identity constructions and resource mobilization strategies. Their successes 

include recruitment of young LGBT members to be part of a change to advance human 

rights, and reconstructing fragile cohesion threatened by infighting. Moreover, collective 

identity constructions in the AIDS movement served to transform the public’s perception of 

queer identities (Gamson 1989, 1995; Gould 2009). This project makes a contribution to the 

growing scholarship on health movements, and social movements more broadly, by 

uncovering the racialized aspects of collective identity processes outside of movements 

focused primarily on race (Luna 2017; Oliver 2017). Using a multi-institutional politics 

approach to social movements serves to analyze social movement survival and success 

through sustained identities over time (Armstrong and Bernstein 2008; Gamson 1989, 1995; 

Ghaziani et al. 2018; Taylor and Whittier 1992). 

In spite of ACT UP’s successes in attracting constituents and adherents, the 

organization lacked in making ethno-racial issues a primary goal. As some interviewees 

explained, ACT UP was a predominately white organization founded by white gay men 

(Gould 2012; Roth 1998, 2017; Stoller 1998). This was addressed by broadening 
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organizational leadership structures to include the Majority Action Committee, Latino 

Caucus, Spanish Speaking Committee, and ACT UP chapters in Spanish-speaking 

communities like Puerto Rico. However, interviewees explained that minorities served as a 

“conscience” to ACT UP reminding them that POC issues existed, rather than enabling POC 

constituents to engage in independent actions. Although POC remained minority constituents 

of the organization, they helped to sustain this racialized collective identity within ACT UP 

and its leadership. This parallels some, but not all of the gendered dynamics present in spaces 

like ACT UP LA (Roth 1998, 2017). Contemporary advocacy practices of HANPOs could 

benefit by learning from these successes and failures in considering issues to be 

intersectional, rather than unilateral (Crenshaw 1991). Including minorities in leadership 

positions, such as decision-making or board representatives, would foster further success in 

addressing the needs of marginalized communities (Luna 2010; Robnett 1997, 2014). 

The symbolic resources related to collective identity processes were also reflected in 

a variety of both internal and external resources (Edward and Gillham 2013; Edwards and 

McCarthy 2004; Griffin 1992; Jenkins 1983, 1984, 1985; Kohl-Arenas 2014; McCarthy and 

Zald 1977; Staggenborg 1993). For instance, ACT UP took advantage of their robust 

connections to maintain the organization’s constituency and operationalize mobilization. 

Examples include: having access to funds for bailing out street activists; using internal and 

external networks’ monetary and proprietary resources for successful demonstrations; and, of 

course, human resources for self-production to create media, such as banners and pins. These 

were used for actions that focused on publicly shaming their targets for their negligent 

response to the epidemic. Resources helped fund and maintain advocacy for PWHAs and 

promoted further mobilization by providing infrastructure for organizing. Notably, these 
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resources were garnered in a context where there was virtually no funding from the federal 

government or large foundations to support communities affected by HIV/AIDS. 

Literature on the social movement organization, ACT UP, has seldom focused on 

how past advocacy strategies can inform contemporary advocacy practices (Chambré 2012; 

Elbaz 1992; Gamson 1989, 1995; Gould 2002, 2009, 2012; Roth 1998; Stoller 1998; Wolfe 

1994). The findings presented in this thesis center on a racialized collective identity, in spite 

of the lack of attention paid to this topic by ACT UP interviewees. Deborah Gould (2012) 

informs us that ACT UP was not a racist organization. Rather, racism was common in the 

SMO, like any other majority white organization (Gould 2012: 55). The scarcity of data on 

this aspect of ACT UP is telling of a larger gap in the literature on collective identity and 

race. It should also be noted, this does not reflect all 186 interviews that are documented by 

the ACT UP Oral History Project (2002-2015). Given the current political climate, the 

response to repression of marginalized groups by ACT UP can be useful for current-day 

advocates. Future research should focus more on racialized collective identities. Building 

from this analysis, we might ask: how does the racialized collective identity of ACT UP 

compare to health movements whose constituents are predominantly communities of color? 

Resources and collective identities were not formed by ACT UP for their own sake, 

but rather, always made in the process of doing advocacy. ACT UP organizers relied on their 

breadth of legal and medicinal knowledge to advocate for PWHAs. Activists described 

training each other tactical repertoires and self-educated themselves on literacy in the fields 

of law, policy, and medicine. Organizers used this specialized knowledge to defend 

themselves and their constituents from the state and to inform PWHAs of opportunities for 

treatment (Epstein 2016; Taylor 1995, 1996b). For instance, lawyers defended constituents in 
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court and many activists capitalized off of external networks to obtain critical information in 

regard to medical treatment for PWHAs. Education was further extended in prevention 

work—such as culturally relevant sex education courses—headed by ACT UP organizers and 

partners. This necessitated both strategic planning and effective leadership (Taylor 1996a). 

ACT UP organizers described their strategies for garnering attention and resources for 

PWHAs by employing direct actions, such as Veiling the Statue of Liberty, “Stop the 

Church,” and Tim Bailey’s Funeral. These actions consisted of strategic tactics revolving 

around publicity and performance (Gould 2009; Stoller 1998). ACT UP leadership was not 

only defined by interviewees as formal positions, but informal opportunities as well (Robnett 

1997, 2014). This was seen by the initiative that some organizers, like Sandy Katz, took 

outside of the organizations formal action planning by impromptu confrontations with 

political entities. Their formal leadership, such as the various committees mentioned 

throughout the findings, furthered their advocacy strategies through their exceptional 

organizational skills and delegation of tasks to these various groups and sub-groups.  

Conclusion 

Advocacy for PWHAs often appears to have full contention with the state. However, 

contention alone cannot explain the process by which activists advocate for PWHAs. The 

care-advocacy paradox describes a dialectical process in which both utilizing state resources 

and fighting against the state, sometimes at a threat of violence, grants support and new 

services for disease constituencies. This theoretical concept responds to the need to explain 

movements, such as those focused on health issues that operate across multiple institutional 

contexts, by drawing from “other intellectual traditions” that “aid us in thinking about the 

implications of the nature of power in contemporary societies” (Armstrong and Bernstein 
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2008; see also Taylor and Zald 2010). Activists educated themselves, and each other, on 

tactics and specialized knowledge to be able to advocate for PWHAs and POCWHAs.  

Further, the social movement organization ACT UP mimicked a social movement 

sector in their distribution of leadership through committees and sub-committees (e.g. 

education, policy, and logistics committees) (McCarthy and Zald 1977). They did not only 

garner attention but were inherently advocacy strategies that advanced health and access to 

treatment for PWHAs. This was accomplished in the context of extreme violence, both 

symbolic and physical, against communities living with HIV/AIDS, as well as those 

associated with the disease (e.g. gay men and lesbians, AIDS advocates) due to stigma-

related misinformation (Goffman 1963).  

Activists found power in negotiating the care-advocacy paradox, both seducing and 

being seduced by powerful institutions through their creative direct actions. However, the 

long-term effects of this paradox have left PWHAs, particularly POCWHAs, with unstable 

access to care (Best 2017). Current-day advocates can learn from the successes and failures 

of ACT UP while also exploiting the contradictions of the contemporary political climate 

(i.e. decrease in prevention and research funds in the domestic HIV/AIDS budget). Rather 

than being immobilized by the dizzying effects of the care-advocacy paradox, these tensions 

can become a generative sight for new tactical repertoires that exceed the successes of ACT 

UP (Amenta et al. 2010; Bernstein 2003; Gamson 1989, 1995; Luna 2010; Roth 1998, 2017; 

Taylor 1996a). In the words of an interviewee, Kendall Thomas (2003): “we're not giving 

into a sense that we're powerless, that there's nothing that can be done, that we're all going to 

get infected, that we're all going to die. We could fight back...” 

People with AIDS Under Attack! What Do We Do? ACT UP! Fight Back! 
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